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Abstract
Bayesian model averaging, model selection and its approximations such as BIC are generally statisti-
cally consistent, but sometimes achieve slower rates of convergence than other methods such as AIC and
leave-one-out cross-validation. On the other hand, these other methods can be inconsistent. We identify
the catch-up phenomenon as a novel explanation for the slow convergence of Bayesian methods. Based
on this analysis we define the switch distribution, a modification of the Bayesian marginal distribution.
We show that, under broad conditions, model selection and prediction based on the switch distribution is
both consistent and achieves optimal convergence rates, thereby resolving the AIC-BIC dilemma. The
method is practical; we give an efficient implementation. The switch distribution has a data compression
interpretation, and can thus be viewed as a “prequential” or MDL method; yet it is different from the
MDL methods that are usually considered in the literature. We compare the switch distribution to Bayes
factor model selection and leave-one-out cross-validation.
1 Introduction: The Catch-Up Phenomenon
We consider inference based on a countable set of models (sets of probability distributions), focusing on two
tasks: model selection and model averaging. In model selection tasks, the goal is to select the model that
best explains the given data. In model averaging, the goal is to find the weighted combination of models that
leads to the best prediction of future data from the same source.
An attractive property of some criteria for model selection is that they are consistent under weak con-
ditions, i.e. if the true distribution P ∗ is in one of the models, then the P ∗-probability that this model is
selected goes to one as the sample size increases. BIC [Schwarz, 1978], Bayes factor model selection
[Kass and Raftery, 1995], Minimum Description Length (MDL) model selection [Barron et al., 1998] and
prequential model validation [Dawid, 1984] are examples of widely used model selection criteria that are
usually consistent. However, other model selection criteria such as AIC [Akaike, 1974] and leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOO) [Stone, 1977], while often inconsistent, do typically yield better predictions. This is
especially the case in nonparametric settings of the following type: P ∗ can be arbitrarily well-approximated
by a sequence of distributions in the (parametric) models under consideration, but is not itself contained in
∗A preliminary version of a part of this paper appeared as [van Erven et al., 2007].
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any of these. In many such cases, the predictive distribution converges to the true distribution at the optimal
rate for AIC and LOO [Shibata, 1983, Li, 1987], whereas in general MDL, BIC, the Bayes factor method
and prequential validation only achieve the optimal rate to within an O(log n) factor [Rissanen et al., 1992,
Foster and George, 1994, Yang, 1999, Gru¨nwald, 2007]. In this paper we reconcile these seemingly conflict-
ing approaches [Yang, 2005a] by improving the rate of convergence achieved in Bayesian model selection
without losing its consistency properties. First we provide an example to show why Bayes sometimes con-
verges too slowly.
1.1 The Catch-Up Phenomenon
Given priors on parametric modelsM1,M2, . . . and parameters therein, Bayesian inference associates each
model Mk with the marginal distribution p¯k, given by
p¯k(x
n) =
∫
θ∈Θk
pθ(x
n)w(θ) dθ.
obtained by averaging over the parameters according to the prior. In Bayes factor model selection the pre-
ferred model is the one with maximum a posteriori probability. By Bayes’ rule this is argmaxk p¯k(xn)w(k),
wherew(k) denotes the prior probability ofMk. We can further average over model indices, a process called
Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA). The resulting distribution pbma(xn) =
∑
k p¯k(x
n)w(k) can be used for
prediction. In a sequential setting, the probability of a data sequence xn := x1, . . . , xn under a distribution
p typically decreases exponentially fast in n. It is therefore common to consider − log p(xn), which we call
the code length of xn achieved by p. We take all logarithms to base 2, allowing us to measure code length
in bits. The name code length refers to the correspondence between code length functions and probability
distributions based on the Kraft inequality, but one may also think of the code length as the accumulated
log loss that is incurred if we sequentially predict the xi by conditioning on the past, i.e. using p(·|xi−1)
[Barron et al., 1998, Gru¨nwald, 2007, Dawid, 1984, Rissanen, 1984]. For BMA, we have
− log pbma(x
n) = − log
n∏
i=1
pbma(xi | x
i−1) =
n∑
i=1
[
− log pbma(xi | x
i−1)
]
.
Here the ith term represents the loss incurred when predicting xi given xi−1 using pbma(·|xi−1), which turns
out to be equal to the posterior average: pbma(xi|xi−1) =
∑
k p¯k(xi|x
i−1)w(k|xi−1).
Prediction using pbma has the advantage that the code length it achieves on xn is close to the code length
of p¯kˆ, where kˆ is the best of the marginals p¯1, p¯2, . . ., i.e. kˆ achieves mink − log p¯k(x
n). More precisely,
given a prior w on model indices, the difference between − log pbma(xn) = − log(
∑
k p¯k(x
n)w(k)) and
− log p¯kˆ(x
n) must be in the range [0,− logw(kˆ)], whatever data xn are observed. Thus, using BMA for
prediction is sensible if we are satisfied with doing essentially as well as the best model under consideration.
However, it is often possible to combine p¯1, p¯2, . . . into a distribution that achieves smaller code length than
p¯kˆ! This is possible if the index kˆ of the best distribution changes with the sample size in a predictable
way. This is common in model selection, for example with nested models, say M1 ⊂ M2. In this case p¯1
typically predicts better at small sample sizes (roughly, because M2 has more parameters that need to be
learned thanM1), while p¯2 predicts better eventually. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon. It shows the ac-
cumulated code length difference − log p¯2(xn)− (− log p¯1(xn)) on “The Picture of Dorian Gray” by Oscar
Wilde, where p¯1 and p¯2 are the Bayesian marginal distributions for the first-order and second-order Markov
chains, respectively, and each character in the book is an outcome. We used uniform (Dirichlet(1, 1, . . . , 1))
priors on the model parameters (i.e., the “transition probabilities”) , but the same phenomenon occurs with
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Figure 1: The Catch-up Phenomenon
other common priors , such as Jeffreys”. Clearly p¯1 is better for about the first 100 000 outcomes, gaining
a head start of approximately 40 000 bits. Ideally we should predict the initial 100 000 outcomes using p¯1
and the rest using p¯2. However, pbma only starts to behave like p¯2 when it catches up with p¯1 at a sample
size of about 310 000, when the code length of p¯2 drops below that of p¯1. Thus, in the shaded area pbma
behaves like p¯1 while p¯2 is making better predictions of those outcomes: since at n = 100 000, p¯2 is 40 000
bits behind, and at n = 310 000, it has caught up, in between it must have outperformed p¯1 by 40 000 bits!
Note that the example models M1 and M2 are very crude; for this particular application much better
models are available. Thus M1 and M2 serve as a simple illustration only (see the discussion in Sec-
tion 8.1). However, our theorems, as well as experiments with nonparametric density estimation on which
we will report elsewhere, indicate that the same phenomenon also occurs with more realistic models. In
fact, the general pattern that first one model is better and then another occurs widely, both on real-world
data and in theoretical settings. We argue that failure to take this effect into account leads to the suboptimal
rate of convergence achieved by Bayes factor model selection and related methods. We have developed an
alternative method to combine distributions p¯1 and p¯2 into a single distribution psw, which we call the switch
distribution, defined in Section 2. Figure 1 shows that psw behaves like p¯1 initially, but in contrast to pbma
it starts to mimic p¯2 almost immediately after p¯2 starts making better predictions; it essentially does this no
matter what sequence xn is actually observed. psw differs from pbma in that it is based on a prior distribution
on sequences of models rather than simply a prior distribution on models. This allows us to avoid the implicit
assumption that there is one model which is best at all sample sizes. After conditioning on past observa-
tions, the posterior we obtain gives a better indication of which model performs best at the current sample
size, thereby achieving a faster rate of convergence. Indeed, the switch distribution is very closely related to
earlier algorithms for tracking the best expert developed in the universal prediction literature; see also Sec-
tion 7 [Herbster and Warmuth, 1998, Vovk, 1999, Volf and Willems, 1998, Monteleoni and Jaakkola, 2004];
however, the applications we have in mind and the theorems we prove are completely different.
1.2 Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows (for the reader’s convenience, we have attached a table
of contents at the end of the paper). In Section 2 we introduce our basic concepts and notation, and we
then define the switch distribution. While in the example above, we switched between just two models, the
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general definition allows switching between elements of any finite or countably infinite set of models. In
Section 3 we show that model selection based on the switch distribution is consistent (Theorem 1). Then
in Section 4 we show that the switch distribution achieves a rate of convergence that is never significantly
worse than that of Bayesian model averaging, and we show that, in contrast to Bayesian model averaging,
the switch distribution achieves the worst-case optimal rate of convergence when it is applied to histogram
density estimation. In Section 5 we develop a number of tools that can be used to bound the rate of con-
vergence in Cesa`ro-mean in more general parametric and nonparametric settings, which include histogram
density estimation as a special case. In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 we apply these tools to show that the
switch distribution achieves minimax convergence rates in density estimation based on exponential families
and in some nonparametric linear regression problems. In Section 6 we give a practical algorithm that com-
putes the switch distribution. Theorem 14 of that section shows that the run-time for k predictors is Θ(n ·k)
time. In Sections 7 and Section 8 we put our work in a broader context and explain how our results fit into
the existing literature. Specifically, Section 7.1 explains how our result can be reconciled with a seemingly
contradictory recent result of Yang [2005a], and Section 8.1 describes a strange implication of the catch-up
phenomenon for Bayes factor model selection. The proofs of all theorems are in Appendix A (except the
central results of Section 5, which are proved in the main text).
2 The switch distribution for Model Selection and Prediction
2.1 Preliminaries
Suppose X∞ = (X1, X2, . . .) is a sequence of random variables that take values in sample space X ⊆ Rd
for some d ∈ Z+ = {1, 2, . . .}. For n ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, let xn = (x1, . . ., xn) denote the first n
outcomes of X∞, such that xn takes values in the product space X n = X1 × · · · × Xn. (We let x0 denote
the empty sequence.) For m > n, we write Xmn+1 for (Xn+1, . . ., Xm), where m =∞ is allowed. We omit
the subscript when n = 0, writing Xm rather than Xm1 .
Any distribution P (X∞) may be defined in terms of a sequential prediction strategy p that predicts the
next outcome at any time n ∈ N. To be precise: Given the previous outcomes xn at time n, a prediction strat-
egy should issue a conditional density p(Xn+1|xn) with corresponding distribution P (Xn+1|xn) for the next
outcome Xn+1. Such sequential prediction strategies are sometimes called prequential forecasting systems
[Dawid, 1984]. An instance is given in Example 1 below. Whenever the existence of a ‘true’ distribution
P ∗ is assumed — in other words, X∞ are distributed according P ∗ —, we may think of any prediction
strategy p as a procedure for estimating P ∗, and in such cases, we will often refer to p an estimator. For
simplicity, we assume throughout that the density p(Xn+1|xn) is taken relative to either the usual Lebesgue
measure (if X is continuous) or the counting measure (if X is countable). In the latter case p(Xn+1|xn) is a
probability mass function. It is natural to define the joint density p(xm|xn) = p(xn+1|xn) · · · p(xm|xm−1)
and let P (X∞n+1|xn) be the unique distribution on X∞ such that, for all m > n, p(Xmn+1|xn) is the density
of its marginal distribution for Xmn+1. To ensure that P (X∞n+1|xn) is well-defined even if X is continuous,
we will only allow prediction strategies satisfying the natural requirement that for any k ∈ Z+ and any
fixed measurable event Ak+1 ⊆ Xk+1 the probability P (Ak+1|xk) is a measurable function of xk. This
requirement holds automatically if X is countable.
2.2 Model Selection and Prediction
In model selection the goal is to choose an explanation for observed data xn from a potentially infinite list
of candidate models M1, M2, . . . We consider parametric models, which we define as sets {pθ : θ ∈ Θ}
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of prediction strategies pθ that are indexed by elements of Θ ⊆ Rd, for some smallest possible d ∈ N,
the number of degrees of freedom. A model is more commonly viewed as a set of distributions, but since
distributions can be viewed as prediction strategies as explained above, we may think of a model as a set of
prediction strategies as well. Examples of model selection are histogram density estimation [Rissanen et al.,
1992] (d is the number of bins minus 1), regression based on a set of basis functions such as polynomials (d
is the number of coefficients of the polynomial), and the variable selection problem in regression [Shibata,
1983, Li, 1987, Yang, 1999] (d is the number of variables). A model selection criterion is a function
δ :
⋃∞
n=0X
n → Z+ that, given any data sequence xn ∈ X n of arbitrary length n, selects the model Mk
with index k = δ(xn).
With each modelMk we associate a single prediction strategy p¯k. The bar emphasizes that p¯k is a meta-
strategy based on the prediction strategies in Mk. In many approaches to model selection, for example
AIC and LOO, p¯k is defined using some parameter estimator θˆk, which maps a sequence xn of previous
observations to an estimated parameter value that represents a “best guess” of the true/best distribution in
the model. Prediction is then based on this estimator: p¯k(Xn+1 | xn) = pθˆk(xn)(Xn+1 | x
n), which
also defines a joint density p¯k(xn) = p¯k(x1) · · · p¯k(xn|xn−1). The Bayesian approach to model selection or
model averaging goes the other way around. It starts out with a prior w on Θk, and then defines the Bayesian
marginal density
p¯k(x
n) =
∫
θ∈Θk
pθ(x
n)w(θ) dθ. (1)
When p¯k(xn) is non-zero this joint density induces a unique conditional density
p¯k(Xn+1 | x
n) =
p¯k(Xn+1, x
n)
p¯k(xn)
,
which is equal to the mixture of pθ according to the posterior, w(θ|xn) = pθ(xn)w(θ)/
∫
pθ(x
n)w(θ) dθ,
based on xn. Thus the Bayesian approach also defines a prediction strategy p¯k(Xn+1|xn).
Associating a prediction strategy p¯k with each model Mk is known as the prequential approach to
statistics [Dawid, 1984] or predictive MDL [Rissanen, 1984]. Regardless of whether p¯k is based on param-
eter estimation or on Bayesian predictions, we may usually think of it as a universal code relative to Mk
[Gru¨nwald, 2007].
Example 1. Suppose X = {0, 1}. Then a prediction strategy p¯ may be based on the Bernoulli model
M = {pθ | θ ∈ [0, 1]} that regards X1,X2, . . . as a sequence of independent, identically distributed
Bernoulli random variables with Pθ(Xn+1 = 1) = θ. We may predict Xn+1 using the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimator based on the past, i.e. using θˆ(xn) = n−1∑ni=1 xi. The prediction for x1 is then undefined.
If we use a smoothed ML estimator such as the Laplace estimator, θˆ′(xn) = (n + 2)−1(
∑n
i=1 xi + 1),
then all predictions are well-defined. It is well-known that the predictor p¯′ defined by p¯′(Xn+1 | xn) =
pθˆ′(xn)(Xn+1) equals the Bayesian predictive distribution based on a uniform prior. Thus in this case a
Bayesian predictor and an estimation-based predictor coincide!
In general, for a parametric model Mk, we can define p¯k(Xn+1 | xn) = pθˆ′k(xn)(Xn+1) for some
smoothed ML estimator θˆ′k. The joint distribution with density p¯k(xn) will then resemble, but in general
not be precisely equal to, the Bayes marginal distribution with density p¯k(xn) under some prior on Mk
[Gru¨nwald, 2007, Chapter 9].
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2.3 The switch distribution
Suppose p1, p2, . . . is a list of prediction strategies for X∞. (Although here the list is infinitely long, the
developments below can with little modification be adjusted to the case where the list is finite.) We first
define a family Q = {qs : s ∈ S} of combinator prediction strategies that switch between the original
prediction strategies. Here the parameter space S is defined as
S = {(t1, k1), . . . , (tm, km) ∈ (N × Z
+)m | m ∈ Z+, 0 = t1 < . . . < tm}. (2)
The parameter s ∈ S specifies the identities of m constituent prediction strategies and the sample sizes,
called switch-points, at which to switch between them. For s = ((t′1, k′1), . . . , (t′m′ , k′m′)), let ti(s) = t′i,
ki(s) = k
′
i and m(s) = m′. We omit the argument when the parameter s is clear from context; e.g. we write
t3 for t3(s). For each s ∈ S the corresponding qs ∈ Q is defined as:
qs(Xn+1|x
n) =


pk1(Xn+1|x
n) if n < t2,
pk2(Xn+1|x
n) if t2 ≤ n < t3,
.
.
.
.
.
.
pkm−1(Xn+1|x
n) if tm−1 ≤ n < tm,
pkm(Xn+1|x
n) if tm ≤ n.
(3)
Switching to the same predictor multiple times (consecutively or not) is allowed. The extra switch-point t1
is included to simplify notation; we always take t1 = 0, so that k1 represents the strategy that is used in the
beginning, before any actual switch takes place.
Given a list of prediction strategies p1, p2, . . ., we define the switch distribution as a Bayesian mixture
of the elements of Q according to a prior π on S:
Definition 1 (switch distribution). Suppose π is a probability mass function on S. Then the switch distribu-
tion Psw with prior π is the distribution for (X∞, s) that is defined by the density
psw(x
n, s) = qs(x
n) · π(s) (4)
for any n ∈ Z+, xn ∈ X n, and s ∈ S.
Hence the marginal likelihood of the switch distribution has density
psw(x
n) =
∑
s∈S
qs(x
n) · π(s). (5)
Although the switch distribution provides a general way to combine prediction strategies (see Section 7.3),
in this paper it will only be applied to combine prediction strategies p¯1, p¯2, . . . that correspond to parametric
models. In this case we may define a corresponding model selection criterion δsw. To this end, let Kn+1 :
S → Z+ be a random variable that denotes the strategy/model that is used to predict Xn+1 given past
observations xn. Formally, let i0 be the unique i such that ti(s) ≤ n and either ti+1(s) > n (i.e. the current
sample size n is between the i-th and i + 1-st switch-point), or i = m(s) (i.e. the current sample size n
is beyond the last switch point). Then Kn+1(s) = ki0(s). Now note that by Bayes’ theorem, the prior
π, together with the data xn, induces a posterior π(s | xn) ∝ qs(xn)π(s) on switching strategies s. This
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posterior on switching strategies further induces a posterior on the model Kn+1 that is used to predict Xn+1.
Algorithm 1, given in Section 6, efficiently computes the posterior distribution on Kn+1 given xn:
π(Kn+1 = k | x
n) =
∑
{s:Kn+1(s)=k}
qs(x
n)π(s)
psw(xn)
, (6)
which is defined whenever psw(xn) is non-zero, and can be efficiently computed using Algorithm 1 (see
Section 6). We turn this posterior distribution into the model selection criterion
δsw(x
n) = argmax
k
π(Kn+1 = k | x
n), (7)
which selects the model with maximum posterior probability.
3 Consistency
If one of the models, say with index k∗, is actually true, then it is natural to ask whether δsw is consistent, in
the sense that it asymptotically selects k∗ with probability 1. Theorem 1 below states that, if the prediction
strategies p¯k associated with the models are Bayesian predictive distributions, then δsw is consistent under
certain conditions which are only slightly stronger than those required for standard Bayes factor model
selection consistency. It is followed by Theorem 2, which extends the result to the situation where the p¯k
are not necessarily Bayesian.
Bayes factor model selection is consistent if for all k, k′ 6= k, P¯k(X∞) and P¯k′(X∞) are mutually sin-
gular, that is, if there exists a measurable set A ⊆ X∞ such that P¯k(A) = 1 and P¯k′(A) = 0 [Barron et al.,
1998]. For example, this can usually be shown to hold if (a) the models are nested and (b) for each k,
Θk is a subset of Θk+1 of wk+1-measure 0. In most interesting applications in which (a) holds, (b) also
holds [Gru¨nwald, 2007]. For consistency of δsw, we need to strengthen the mutual singularity-condition to
a “conditional” mutual singularity-condition: we require that, for all k′ 6= k and all n, all xn ∈ X n, the
distributions P¯k(X∞n+1 | xn) and P¯k′(X∞n+1 | xn) are mutually singular. For example, if X1,X2, . . . are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to each Pθ in all models, but also if X is countable
and p¯k(xn+1 | xn) > 0 for all k, all xn+1 ∈ X n+1, then this conditional mutual singularity is automatically
implied by ordinary mutual singularity of P¯k(X∞) and P¯k′(X∞).
Let Es = {s′ ∈ S | m(s′) > m(s), (ti(s′), ki(s′)) = (ti(s), ki(s)) for i = 1, . . . ,m(s)} denote the set
of all possible extensions of s to more switch-points. Let p¯1, p¯2, . . . be Bayesian prediction strategies with
respective parameter spaces Θ1, Θ2, . . . and priors w1, w2, . . ., and let π be the prior of the corresponding
switch distribution.
Theorem 1 (Consistency of the switch distribution). Suppose π is positive everywhere on {s ∈ S | m(s) =
1} and such that for some positive constant c, for every s ∈ S, c · π(s) ≥ π(Es). Suppose further that
P¯k(X
∞
n+1 | x
n) and P¯k′(X∞n+1 | xn) are mutually singular for all k, k′ ∈ Z+, k 6= k′, all n, all xn ∈ X n.
Then, for all k∗ ∈ Z+, for all θ∗ ∈ Θk∗ except for a subset of Θk∗ of wk∗-measure 0, the posterior
distribution on Kn+1 satisfies
π(Kn+1 = k
∗ | Xn)
n→∞
−→ 1 with Pθ∗ -probability 1. (8)
The requirement that c · π(s) ≥ π(Es) is automatically satisfied if π is of the form
π(s) = πM(m)πK(k1)
m∏
i=2
πT(ti|ti > ti−1)πK(ki), (9)
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where πM, πK and πT are priors on Z+ with full support, and πM is geometric: πM(m) = θm−1(1 − θ) for
some 0 ≤ θ < 1. In this case c = θ/(1− θ).
We now extend the theorem to the case where the universal distributions p¯1, p¯2, . . . are not necessarily
Bayesian, i.e. they are not necessarily of the form (1). It turns out that the “meta-Bayesian” universal distri-
bution Psw is still consistent, as long as the following condition holds. The condition essentially expresses
that, for each k, p¯k must not be too different from a Bayesian predictive distribution based on (1). This
can be verified if all models Mk are exponential families, and the p¯k represent ML or smoothed ML esti-
mators (see Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of [Li and Yu, 2000]). We suspect that it holds as well for more general
parametric models and universal codes, but we do not know of any proof.
Condition There exist Bayesian prediction strategies p¯B1 , p¯B2 , . . . of form (1), with continuous and strictly
positive priors w1, w2, . . . such that
1. The conditions of Theorem 1 hold for p¯B1 , p¯B2 , . . . and the chosen switch distribution prior π.
2. For all k ∈ Z+, for each compact subset Θ′ of the interior of Θk, there exists a K such that for all
θ ∈ Θ′, with Pθ-probability 1, for all n
− log p¯k(X
n) + log p¯Bk (X
n) ≤ K.
3. For all k, k′ ∈ Z+ with k 6= k′ and all xn ∈ X ∗, the distributions P¯Bk (X∞n+1 | xn) and P¯k′(X∞n+1 | xn)
are mutually singular.
Theorem 2 (Consistency of the switch distribution, Part 2). Let p¯1, p¯2, . . . be prediction strategies and let
π be the prior of the corresponding switch distribution. Suppose that the condition above holds relative to
p¯1, p¯2, . . . and π. Then, for all k∗ ∈ Z+, for all θ∗ ∈ Θk∗ except for a subset of Θk∗ of Lebesgue-measure
0, the posterior distribution on Kn+1 satisfies
π(Kn+1 = k
∗ | Xn)
n→∞
−→ 1 with Pθ∗ -probability 1. (10)
4 Risk Convergence Rates
In this section and the next we investigate how well the switch distribution is able to predict future data
in terms of expected logarithmic loss or, equivalently, how fast estimates based on the switch distribution
converge to the true distribution in terms of Kullback-Leibler risk. In Section 4.1, we define the central
notions of model classes, risk, convergence in Cesa`ro mean, and minimax convergence rates, and we give
the conditions on the prior distribution π under which our further results hold. We then (Section 4.2) show
that the switch distribution cannot converge any slower than standard Bayesian model averaging. As a
proof of concept, in Section 4.3 we present Theorem 4, which establishes that, in contrast to Bayesian
model averaging, the switch distribution converges at the minimax optimal rate in a nonparametric histogram
density estimation setting.
In the more technical Section 5, we develop a number of general tools for establishing optimal con-
vergence rates for the switch distribution, and we show that optimal rates are achieved in, for example,
nonparametric density estimation with exponential families and (basic) nonparametric linear regression,
and also in standard parametric situations.
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4.1 Preliminaries
4.1.1 Model Classes
The setup is as follows. SupposeM1,M2, . . . is a sequence of parametric models with associated estimators
P¯1, P¯2, . . . as before. Let us write M = ∪∞k=1Mk for the union of the models. Although formally M is
a set of prediction strategies, it will often be useful to consider the corresponding set of distributions for
X∞ = (X1,X2, . . .). With minor abuse of notation we will denote this set by M as well.
To test the predictions of the switch distribution, we will want to assume that X∞ is distributed accord-
ing to a distribution P ∗ that satisfies certain restrictions. These restrictions will always be formulated by
assuming that P ∗ ∈ M∗, where M∗ is some restricted set of distributions for X∞. For simplicity, we will
also assume throughout that, for any n, the conditional distribution P ∗(Xn | Xn−1) has a density (relative
to the Lebesgue or counting measure) with probability one under P ∗. For example, if X = [0, 1], then M∗
might be the set of all i.i.d. distributions that have uniformly bounded densities with uniformly bounded first
derivatives, as will be considered in Section 4.3. In general, however, the sequence X∞ need not be i.i.d.
(under the elements of M∗).
We will refer to any set of distributions for X∞ as a model class. Thus both M and M∗ are model
classes. In Section 5.5 it will be assumed that M∗ ⊆ M, which we will call the parametric setting. Most
of our results, however, deal with various nonparametric situations, in whichM∗ \M is non-empty. It will
then be useful to emphasize that M∗ is (much) larger than M by calling M∗ a nonparametric model class.
4.1.2 Risk
Given Xn−1 = xn−1, we will measure how well any estimator P¯ predicts Xn in terms of the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence D(P ∗(Xn = · | xn−1)‖P¯ (Xn = · | xn−1)) [Barron, 1998]. Suppose that P and Q
are distributions for some random variable Y , with densities p and q respectively. Then the KL divergence
from P to Q is defined as
D(P‖Q) = EP
[
log
p(Y )
q(Y )
]
.
KL divergence is never negative, and reaches zero if and only if P equals Q. Taking an expectation over
Xn−1 leads to the standard definition of the risk of estimator P¯ at sample size n relative to KL divergence:
rn(P
∗, P¯ ) = E
Xn−1∼P ∗
[
D
(
P ∗(Xn = · | X
n−1)‖P¯ (Xn = · | X
n−1)
)]
. (11)
Instead of the standard KL risk, we will study the cumulative risk
Rn(P
∗, P¯ ) :=
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯ ), (12)
because of its connection to information theoretic redundancy (see e.g. [Barron, 1998] or [Gru¨nwald, 2007,
Chapter 15]): For all n it holds that
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯ ) =
n∑
i=1
E
[
log
p∗(Xi | X
i−1)
p¯(Xi | Xi−1)
]
= E
[
log
n∏
i=1
p∗(Xi | X
i−1)
p¯(Xi | Xi−1)
]
= D
(
P ∗(n)‖P¯ (n)
)
, (13)
where the superscript (n) denotes taking the marginal of the distribution on the first n outcomes. We
will show convergence of the predictions of the switch distribution in terms of the cumulative rather than
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the individual risk. This notion of convergence, defined below, is equivalent to the well-studied notion
of convergence in Cesa`ro mean. It has been considered by, among others, Rissanen et al. [1992], Barron
[1998], Poland and Hutter [2005], and its connections to ordinary convergence of the risk were investigated
in detail by Gru¨nwald [2007].
Asymptotic properties like ‘convergence’ and ‘convergence in Cesa`ro mean’ will be expressed conve-
niently using the following notation, which extends notation from [Yang and Barron, 1999]:
Definition 2 (Asymptotic Ordering of Functions). For any two nonnegative functions g, h : Z+ → R and
any c ≥ 0 we write g c h if for all ǫ > 0 there exists an n0 such that for all n ≥ n0 it holds that
g(n) ≤ (1 + ǫ) · c · h(n). The less precise statement that there exists some c > 0 such that g c ·h, will be
denoted by g  h. (Note the absence of the subscript.) For c > 0, we define h c g to mean g 1/c h, and
h  g means that for some c > 0, h c g. Finally, we say that g ≍ h if both g  h and h  g.
Note that g  h is equivalent to g(n) = O(h(n)). One may think of g(n) c h(n) as another way of
writing lim supn→∞ g(n)/h(n) ≤ c. The two statements are equivalent if h(n) is never zero.
We can now succinctly state that the risk of an estimator P¯ converges to 0 at rate f(n) if rn(P ∗, P¯ ) 1
f(n), where f : Z+ → R is a nonnegative function such that f(n) goes to 0 as n increases. We say
that P¯ converges to 0 at rate at least f(n) in Cesa`ro mean if 1n
∑n
i=1 ri(P
∗, P¯ ) 1
1
n
∑n
i=1 f(i). As 1-
ordering is invariant under multiplication by a positive constant, convergence in Cesa`ro mean is equivalent
to asymptotically bounding the cumulative risk of P¯ as
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯ ) 1
n∑
i=1
f(i). (14)
We will always express convergence in Cesa`ro mean in terms of cumulative risks as in (14). The reader may
verify that if the risk of P¯ is always finite and converges to 0 at rate f(n) and limn→∞
∑n
i=1 f(n) = ∞,
then the risk of P¯ also converges in Cesa`ro mean at rate f(n). Conversely, suppose that the risk of P¯
converges in Cesa`ro mean at rate f(n). Does this also imply that the risk of P¯ converges to 0 at rate f(n) in
the ordinary sense? The answer is “almost”, as shown in [Gru¨nwald, 2007]: The risk of P¯ may be strictly
larger than f(n) for some n, but the gap between any two n and n′ > n at which the risk of P¯ exceeds f
must become infinitely large with increasing n. This indicates that, although convergence in Cesa`ro mean is
a weaker notion than standard convergence, obtaining fast Cesa`ro mean convergence rates is still a worthy
goal in prediction and estimation. We explore the connection between Cesa`ro and ordinary convergence in
more detail in Section 5.2.
4.1.3 Minimax Convergence Rates
The worst-case cumulative risk of the switch distribution is given by
Gsw(n) = sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw). (15)
We will compare it to the minimax cumulative risk, defined as:
Gmm-fix(n) := inf
P¯
sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯ ), (16)
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where the infimum is over all estimators P¯ as defined in Section 2.1. We will say that the switch distribu-
tion achieves the minimax convergence rate in Cesa`ro mean (up to a multiplicative constant) if Gsw(n) 
Gmm-fix(n). Note that there is no requirement that P¯ (Xi+1 | xi) is a distribution inM∗ or M; We are look-
ing at the worst case over all possible estimators, irrespective of the model class, M, used to approximate
M∗. Thus, we may call P¯ an “out-model estimator” [Gru¨nwald, 2007].
4.1.4 Restrictions on the Prior
Throughout our analysis of the achieved rate of convergence we will require that the prior of the switch
distribution, π, can be factored as in (9), and is chosen to satisfy
− log πM(m) = O(m), − log πK(k) = O(log k), − log πT(t) = O(log t). (17)
Thus πM, the prior on the total number of distinct predictors, is allowed to decrease either exponentially
(as required for Theorem 1) or polynomially, but πT and πK cannot decrease faster than polynomially. For
example, we could set πT(t) = 1/(t(t+1)) and πK(k) = 1/(k(k +1)), or we could take the universal prior
on the integers [Rissanen, 1983].
4.2 Never Much Worse than Bayes
Suppose that the estimators P¯1, P¯2, . . . are Bayesian predictive distributions, defined by their densities as in
(1). The following lemma expresses that the Cesa`ro mean of the risk achieved by the switch distribution is
never much higher than that of Bayesian model averaging, which is itself never much higher than that of any
of the Bayesian estimators P¯k under consideration.
Lemma 3. Let Psw be the switch distribution for P¯1, P¯2, . . . with prior π of the form (9). Let Pbma be the
Bayesian model averaging distribution for the same estimators, defined with respect to the same prior on
the estimators πK. Then, for all n ∈ Z+, all xn ∈ X n, and all k ∈ Z+,
psw(x
n) ≥ πM(1)pbma(x
n) ≥ πM(1)πK(k)p¯k(x
n). (18)
Consequently, if X1, X2, . . . are distributed according to any distribution P ∗, then for any k ∈ Z+,
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw) ≤
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pbma)− log πM(1) ≤
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯k)− log πM(1)− log πK(k). (19)
As mentioned in the introduction, one advantage of model averaging using pbma is that it always pre-
dicts almost as well as the estimator p¯k for any k, including the p¯k that yields the best predictions overall.
Lemma 3 shows that this property is shared by psw, which multiplicatively dominates pbma. In the sequel, we
investigate under which circumstances the switch distribution may achieve a smaller cumulative risk than
Bayesian model averaging.
4.3 Histogram Density Estimation
How many bins should be selected in density estimation based on histogram models with equal-width bins?
Suppose X1, X2, . . . take outcomes in X = [0, 1] and are distributed i.i.d. according to P ∗ ∈ M∗, where
P ∗(Xn) has density p∗ for all n. Let p∗(xn) =
∏n
i=1 p
∗(xi) for xn ∈ X n. Let us restrict M∗ to the set of
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distributions with densities that are uniformly bounded above and below and also have uniformly bounded
first derivatives. In particular, suppose there exist constants 0 < c0 < 1 < c1 and c2 such that
M∗ = {P ∗ | c0 ≤ p
∗(x) ≤ c1 and |d/dx p∗(x)| ≤ c2 for all x ∈ [0, 1]} . (20)
In this setting the minimax convergence rate in Cesa`ro mean can be achieved using histogram models
with bins of equal width (see below). The equal-width histogram model with k bins, Mk, is specified by the
set of densities {pθ} on X = [0, 1] that are constant within the k bins [0, a1], (a1, a2], . . ., (ak−1, 1], where
ai = i/k. In other words, Mk contains any density pθ such that, for all x, x′ ∈ [0, 1] that lie in the same
bin, pθ(x) = pθ(x′). The k-dimensional parameter vector θ = (θ1, . . . , θk) denotes the probability masses
of the bins, which have to sum up to one:
∑k
i=1 θi = 1. Note that this last constraint makes the number of
degrees of freedom one less than the number of bins. Following Yu and Speed [1992] and Rissanen et al.
[1992], we associate the following estimator p¯k with model Mk:
p¯k(Xn+1 | x
n) :=
nXn+1(x
n) + 1
n+ k
· k, (21)
where nXn+1(xn) denotes the number of outcomes in xn that fall into the same bin as Xn+1. As in Ex-
ample 1, these estimators may both be interpreted as being based on parameter estimation (estimating
θi = (ni(x
n) + 1)/(n + k), where ni(xn) denotes the number of outcomes in bin i) or on Bayesian
prediction (a uniform prior for θ also leads to this estimator [Yu and Speed, 1992]).
The minimax convergence rate in Cesa`ro mean for M∗ is of the order of n−2/3 [Yu and Speed, 1992,
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1]1, which is equivalent to the statement that
Gmm-fix(n)  n
1/3. (22)
This rate is achieved up to a multiplicative constant by the model selection criterion δ(xn) = ⌈n1/3⌉,
which, irrespective of the observed data, uses the histogram model with ⌈n1/3⌉ bins to predict Xn+1
[Rissanen et al., 1992]:
sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯⌈i1/3⌉)  n
1/3. (23)
The optimal rate in Cesa`ro mean is also achieved (up to a multiplicative constant) by the switch distribution:
Theorem 4. Let p¯1, p¯2, . . . be histogram estimators as in (21), and let psw denote the switch distribution
relative to these estimators with prior that satisfies the conditions in (17). Then
Gsw(n) = sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw)  n
1/3. (24)
4.3.1 Comparison of the Switch Distribution to Other Estimators
To return to the question of choosing the number of histogram bins, we will now first compare the switch
distribution to the minimax optimal model selection criterion δ, which selects ⌈n1/3⌉ bins. We will then also
compare it to Bayes factors model selection and Bayesian model averaging.
1We note that [Yu and Speed, 1992] reproduces part of Theorem 1 from [Rissanen et al., 1992] without the (necessary) condition
that c0 < 1 < c1.
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Although δ achieves the minimax convergence rate in Cesa`ro mean, it has two disadvantages compared
to the switch distribution: The first is that, in contrast to the switch distribution, δ is inconsistent. For
example, if X1,X2, . . . are i.i.d. according to the uniform distribution, then δ still selects ⌈n1/3⌉ bins, while
model selection based on Psw will correctly select the 1-bin histogram for all large n. Experiments with
simulated data confirm that Psw already prefers the 1-bin histogram at quite small sample sizes. The other
disadvantage is that if we are lucky enough to be in a scenario where P ∗ actually allows a faster than the
minimax convergence rate by letting the number of bins grow as nγ for some γ 6= 13 , the switch distribution
would be able to take advantage of this whereas δ cannot. Our experiments with simulated data confirm
that, if P ∗ has a sufficiently smooth density, then it predictively outperforms δ by a wide margin.
To achieve consistency one might also construct a Bayesian estimator based on a prior distribution on the
number of bins. However, [Yu and Speed, 1992, Theorem 2.4] suggests that Bayesian model averaging does
not achieve the same rate2, but a rate of order n−2/3(log n)2/3 instead, which is equivalent to the statement
that
sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pbma) ≍ n
1/3(log n)2/3. (25)
Bayesian model averaging will typically predict better than the single model selected by Bayes factor model
selection. We should therefore not expect Bayes factor model selection to achieve the minimax rate either.
While we have no formal proof that standard Bayesian model averaging behaves like (25), we have also
performed numerous empirical experiments which all confirm that Bayes performs significantly worse than
the switch distribution. We will report on these and the other aforementioned experiments elsewhere.
What causes this Bayesian inefficiency? Our explanation is that, as the sample size increases, the catch-
up phenomenon occurs at each time that switching to a larger number of bins is required. Just like in the
shaded region in Figure 1, this causes Bayes to make suboptimal predictions for a while after each switch.
This explanation is supported by the fact that the switch distribution, which has been designed with the
catch-up phenomenon in mind, does not suffer from the same inefficiency, but achieves the minimax rate in
Cesa`ro mean.
5 Risk Convergence Rates, Advanced Results
In this section we develop the theoretical results needed to prove minimax convergence results for the switch
distribution. First, in Section 5.1, we define the convenient concept of an oracle and show that the switch
distribution converges at least as fast as oracles that do not switch too often as the sample size increases.
In order to extend the oracle results to convergence rate results, it is useful to restrict ourselves to model
classes M∗ of the “standard” type that is usually considered in the nonparametric literature. Essentially,
this amounts to imposing an independence assumption and the assumption that the convergence rate is of
order at least n−γ for some γ < 1. In Section 5.2 we define such standard nonparametric classes formally,
we explain in detail how their Cesa`ro convergence rate relates to their standard convergence rate, and we
provide our main lemma, which shows that, for standard nonparametric classes, Psw achieves the minimax
rate under a rather weak condition. In Section 5.3 and 5.4 we apply this lemma to show that Psw achieves the
minimax rates in some concrete nonparametric settings: density estimation based on exponential families
and linear regression. Finally, Section 5.5 briefly considers the parametric case.
2In the left-hand side of (iii) in Theorem 2.4 of [Yu and Speed, 1992] the division by n is missing. (See its proof on p. 203 of
that paper.)
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To get an intuitive idea of how the switch distribution avoids the catch-up phenomenon, it is essential to
look at the proofs of some of the results in this section, in particular Lemma 5, 6, 8, 10 and 13. Therefore,
the proofs of these lemmas have been kept in the main text.
5.1 Oracle Convergence Rates
Let M∗, M1, M2, . . . and P¯1, P¯2, . . . be as in Section 4.1.1. As a technical tool, it will be useful to
compare the cumulative risk of the switch distribution to that of an oracle prediction strategy that knows
the true distribution P ∗ ∈ M∗, but is restricted to switching between P¯1, P¯2, . . .. Lemma 5 below gives
an upper bound on the additional cumulative risk of the switch distribution compared to such an oracle. To
bound the rate of convergence in Cesa`ro mean for various nonparametric model classes we also formulate
Lemma 6, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5. Lemma 6 will serve as a basis for further rate of
convergence results in Sections 5.2–5.4.
Definition 3 (Oracle). An oracle is a function ω : M∗ × ⋃∞n=0 X n → Z+ that, for all n ∈ N, given not
only the observed data xn ∈ X n, but also the true distribution P ∗ ∈ M∗, selects a model index, ω(P ∗, xn),
with the purpose of predicting Xn+1 by Pω(Xn+1 | xn) ≡ P¯ω(P ∗,xn)(Xn+1 | xn).
If ω(P ∗, xn) = ω(P ∗, yn) for any xn, yn ∈ X n (i.e. the oracle’s choices do not depend on xn, but only
on n), we will say that oracle ω does not look at the data and write ω(P ∗, n) instead of ω(P ∗, xn) for some
arbitrary xn ∈ X n.
Suppose ω is an oracle and X1, X2, . . . are distributed according to P ∗ ∈ M∗. If Xn−1 = xn−1, then
ω(P ∗, x0), . . . , ω(xn−1) is the sequence of model indices chosen by ω to predict X1, . . ., Xn. We may split
this sequence into segments where the same model is chosen. Let us define mω(n) as the maximum number
of such distinct segments over all P ∗ ∈ M∗ and all xn−1 ∈ X n−1. That is, let
mω(n) = max
P ∗∈M∗
max
xn−1∈Xn−1
|{1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : ω(P ∗, xi−1) 6= ω(P ∗, xi)}|+ 1, (26)
where xi denotes the prefix of xn−1 of length i. (The maximum always exists, because for any P ∗ and xn−1
the number of segments is at most n.)
The following lemma expresses that any oracle ω that does not select overly complex models, can
be approximated by the switch distribution with a maximum additional risk that depends on mω(n), its
maximum number of segments. We will typically be interested in oracles ω such that this maximum is small
in comparison to the sample size, n. The lemma is a tool in establishing the minimax convergence rates of
Psw that we consider in the following sections.
Lemma 5 (Oracle Approximation Lemma). Let Psw be the switch distribution, defined with respect to a
sequence of estimators P¯1, P¯2, . . . as introduced above, with any prior π that satisfies the conditions in (17)
and let P ∗ ∈ M∗. Suppose g : Z+ → R is a positive, nondecreasing function and ω is an oracle such that
ω(P ∗, xi−1) ≤ g(i) (27)
for all i ∈ Z+, all xi−1 ∈ X i−1. Then
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw) =
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pω) +O
(
mω(n) · (log n+ log g(n))
)
, (28)
where the constants in the big-O notation depend only on the constants implicit in (17).
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Proof. Using (13) we can rewrite (28) into the equivalent claim
E
[
log
pω(X
n)
psw(Xn)
]
= O
(
mω(n) · (log n+ log g(n))
)
, (29)
which we will proceed to prove. For all n, xn ∈ X n, there exists an s ∈ S with m(s) ≤ mω(n) and
tm(s)(s) < n that selects the same sequence of models as ω to predict xn, so that qs(xi | xi−1) = pωi(xi |
xi−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Consequently, we can bound
psw(x
n) =
∑
s
′∈S
q
s
′(xn) · π(s′) ≥ qs(x
n)π(s) = pω(x
n)π(s). (30)
By assumption (27) we have that ω, and therefore s, never selects a model Mk with index k larger than g(i)
to predict the ith outcome. Together with (17) and the fact that g is nondecreasing, this implies that
− log π(s) = − log πM(m(s)) − log πK(k1(s)) +
m(s)∑
j=2
− log πT
(
tj(s) | tj−1(s)
)
− log πK(kj(s))
= O(m(s)) +
m(s)∑
j=1
O
(
log tj(s)
)
+O
(
log kj(s)
)
= O(m(s)) +
m(s)∑
j=1
O
(
log tj(s)
)
+O
(
log g(tj(s) + 1)
)
= O(m(s)) +
m(s)∑
j=1
O(log n) +O
(
log g(n)
)
= O
(
mω(n) · (log n+ log g(n))
)
, (31)
where the constants in the big-O in the final expression depend only on the constants in (17). Together (30)
and (31) imply (29), which was to be shown.
From an information theoretic point of view, the additional risk of the switch distribution compared
to oracle ω may be interpreted as the number of bits required to encode how the oracle switches between
models.
In typical applications, we use oracles that achieve the minimax rate, and that are such that the number
of segments mω(n) is logarithmic in n, and ω never selects a model index larger than nτ for some τ > 0
(typically, τ ≤ 1 but some of our results allow larger τ as well). By Lemma 5, the additional risk of the
switch distribution over such an oracle is O((log n)2). In nonparametric settings, the minimax rate satisfies
Gmm-fix(n)  n
1−γ for some γ < 1. This indicates that, for large n, the additional risk of the switch
distribution over a sporadically switching oracle becomes negligible. This is the basic idea that underlies the
nonparametric minimax convergence rate results of Section 5.2-5.4. Rather than using Lemma 5 directly to
prove such results, it is more convenient to use its straightforward extension Lemma 6 below, which bounds
the worst-case cumulative risk of the switch distribution in terms of the worst-case cumulative risk of an
oracle, ω:
Gω(n) = sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pω). (32)
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Lemma 6 (Rate of Convergence Lemma). Let Psw be the switch distribution, defined with respect to a
sequence of estimators P¯1, P¯2, . . . as above, with any prior π that satisfies the conditions in (17). Let
f : Z+ → R be a nonnegative function and let M∗ be a set of distributions on X∞. Suppose there exist a
positive, nondecreasing function g : Z+ → R, an oracle ω, and constants c1, c2 ≥ 0 such that
(i) ω(P ∗, xi−1) ≤ g(i) (for all i ∈ Z+, xi−1 ∈ X i−1, and P ∗ ∈M∗),
(ii) mω(n)
(
log n+ log g(n)
)
c2 f(n)
(iii) Gω(n) c1 f(n)
Then there exists a constant c3 > 0 such that Gsw(n) c1+c2·c3 f(n).
Proof. By Lemma 5 we have that Gsw(n) = Gω(n) + O
(
mω(n) · (log n + log g(n))
)
. Therefore there
exists a constant c3 > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
Gsw(n)
f(n)
≤ lim sup
n→∞
Gω(n) + c3 ·mω(n) · (log n+ log g(n))
f(n)
≤ c1 + c2 · c3,
where the second inequality follows from Conditions ii en iii.
Note that Condition ii is satisfied with c2 = 0 iff mω(n)
(
log n+log g(n)
)
= o(f(n)). In the following
subsections, we prove that Psw achieves Gmm-fix(n) relative to various parametric and nonparametric model
classes M∗ and M. The proofs are invariably based on applying Lemma 6. Also, the proof of Theorem 4
is based on Lemma 6. The general idea is to apply the lemma with f(n) equal to the summed minimax
risk Gmm-fix(n) (see (16)). If, for a given model class M∗, one can exhibit an oracle ω that only switches
sporadically (Condition (ii) of the lemma) and that achieves Gmm-fix(n) (Condition (iii)), then the lemma
implies that Psw achieves the minimax rate as well.
5.2 Standard Nonparametric Model Classes
In this section we define “standard nonparametric model classes”, and we present our main lemma, which
shows that, for such classes, Psw achieves the minimax rate under a rather weak condition. Standard non-
parametric classes are defined in terms of the (standard, non-Cesa`ro) minimax rate. Before we give a precise
definition of standard nonparametric, it is useful to compare the standard rate to the Cesa`ro-rate. For given
M∗, the standard minimax rate is defined as
gmm(n) = inf
P¯
sup
P ∗∈M∗
rn(P
∗, P¯ ), (33)
where the infimum is over all possible estimators, as defined in Section 2.1; P¯ is not required to lie inM∗ or
M. If an estimator achieves (33) to within a constant factor, we say that it converges at the minimax optimal
rate. Such an estimator will also achieve the minimax cumulative risk for varying P ∗, defined as
Gmm-var(n) =
n∑
i=1
gmm(i) = inf
P¯
n∑
i=1
sup
P ∗∈M∗
ri(P
∗, P¯ ), (34)
where the infimum is again over all possible estimators.
In many nonparametric density estimation and regression problems, the minimax risk gmm(n) is of order
n−γ for some 1/2 < γ < 1 (see, for example, [Yang and Barron, 1998, 1999, Barron and Sheu, 1991]), i.e.
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gmm(n) ≍ n
−γ
, where γ depends on the smoothness assumptions on the densities in M∗. In this case, we
have
Gmm-var(n) ≍
n∑
i=1
i−γ ≍
∫ n
1
x−γ dx ≍ n1−γ . (35)
Similarly, in standard parametric problems, the minimax risk gmm(n) ≍ 1/n. In that case, analogously to
(35), we see that the minimax cumulative risk Gmm-var is of order log n.
Note, however, that our previous result for histograms (and, more generally, all results we are about to
present), is based on a scenario where P ∗, while allowed to depend on n, is kept fixed over the terms in
the sum from 1 to n. Indeed, in Theorem 4 we showed that Psw achieves the minimax rate Gmm-fix(n) as
defined in (16). Comparing to (34), we see that the supremum is moved outside of the sum. Fortunately,
Gmm-fix and Gmm-var are usually of the same order: in the parametric case, e.g. M∗ =
⋃
k≤k∗Mk, both
Gmm-fix and Gmm-var are of order log n. For Gmm-var, we have already seen this. For Gmm-fix, this is a
standard information-theoretic result, see for example [Clarke and Barron, 1990]. In a variety of standard
nonparametric situations that are studied in the literature, we have Gmm-var(n) ≍ Gmm-fix(n) as well. Before
showing this, we first define what we mean by “standard nonparametric situations”:
Definition 4 (Standard Nonparametric). We call a model class M∗ standard nonparametric if
1. For any P ∗ ∈ M∗, the random variables X1, X2, . . . are independent and identically distributed
whenever X∞ ∼ P ∗, and P ∗(X1) has a density (relative to the Lebesgue or counting measure); and
2. The minimax convergence rate, gmm(n), relative to M∗ does not decrease too fast in the sense that,
for some 0 < γ < 1, some nondecreasing function h0(n) = o(nγ), it holds that
gmm(n) ≍ n
−γh0(n). (36)
Examples of standard nonparametric M∗ include cases with gmm(n) ≍ n−γ (in that case h0(n) ≡ 1),
or, more generally, gmm(n) ≍ n−α(log n)β for some α ∈ (0, 1), β ∈ R (take γ > α and h0(n) =
nγ−α(log n)β; note that β may be negative); see [Yang and Barron, 1999]. While in Lemma 6 there are nei-
ther independence nor convergence rate assumptions, in the next section we develop extensions of Lemma 6
and Theorem 4 that do restrict attention to such “standard nonparametric” model classes.
Proposition 7. For all standard nonparametric model classes, it holds that Gmm-fix(n) ≍ Gmm-var(n).
Summarizing, both in standard parametric and nonparametric cases, Gmm-fix and Gmm-var are of compa-
rable size. Therefore, Lemma 5 and 6 do suggest that, both in standard parametric and nonparametric cases,
Psw achieves the minimax convergence rate Gmm-fix. In particular, this will hold if there exists an oracle
ω which achieves the minimax convergence rate, but which, at the same time, switches only sporadically.
However, the existence of such an oracle is often hard to show directly. Rather than applying Lemma 6
directly, it is therefore often more convenient to use Lemma 8 below, whose proof is based on Lemma 6.
Lemma 8 gives a sufficient condition for achieving the minimax rate that is easy to establish for several
standard nonparametric model classes: If there exists an oracle ω that achieves the minimax rate, such that
all oracles ω′ that lag a little behind ω achieve the minimax rate as well, then Psw must achieve the minimax
rate as well. Here “lags a little behind” means that the model chosen by ω′ at sample size n was chosen by
ω at a somewhat earlier sample size. Formally, we fix some constants α > 1 and c > 0. Suppose that, for
some oracles ω and ω′, we have, for all P ∗ ∈ M∗, n ∈ Z+ and xn−1 ∈ X n−1,
ω′(P ∗, xn−1) ∈
{
ω(P ∗, xi−1) | i ∈ [n/α, n] ∩ N
}
,
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where xi−1 denotes the prefix of xn−1 of length i − 1. In such a case we say that ω′ lags behind ω by at
most a factor of α. Intuitively this means that, at each sample size n, ω′ may choose any of the models that
was chosen by ω at sample size between n/α and n. We call an oracle ω finite relative to M∗ if for all n,
supP ∗∈M∗ rn(P
∗, Pω) <∞.
Lemma 8 (Standard Nonparametric Lemma). Suppose P¯1, P¯2, . . . are estimators and Psw is the correspond-
ing switch distribution with prior that satisfies (17). Let M∗ be a standard nonparametric model class. Let
τ > 0 be a constant, and let ω be an oracle such that ω(P ∗, xn−1) ≤ nτ for all P ∗ ∈ M∗, n ∈ Z+ and
xn−1 ∈ X n−1. Suppose that any oracle ω′ that lags behind ω by at most a factor of α > 1, is finite relative
to M∗, and achieves the minimax convergence rate up to a multiplicative constant c > 0:
sup
P ∗∈M∗
rn(P
∗, Pω′) c gmm(n). (37)
Then the switch distribution achieves the minimax risk in Cesa`ro mean up to a multiplicative constant:
Gsw(n) c·c′ Gmm-fix(n), (38)
where c′ = lim supn→∞
Gmm-var(n)
Gmm-fix(n)
.
Proof. Let tj = ⌈αj−1⌉ − 1 for j ∈ Z+ be a sequence of switch-points that are exponentially far apart, and
define an oracle ω′ as follows: For any n ∈ Z+, find j such that n ∈ [tj + 1, tj+1] and let ω′(P ∗, xn−1) :=
ω(P ∗, xtj ) for any P ∗ ∈ M∗ and any xn−1 ∈ X n−1. If we can apply Lemma 6 for oracle ω′, with
f(n) = Gmm-fix(n), g(n) = n
τ
, c1 = c · c
′ and c2 = 0, we will obtain (38). It remains to show that in this
case conditions (i)–(iii) of Lemma 6 are satisfied.
As to condition (i): ω′(P ∗, xn−1) = ω(P ∗, xtj ) ≤ (tj + 1)τ ≤ nτ . Condition (ii) is also satisfied,
because mω′(n) ≤ ⌈loga n⌉+ 2, which implies
mω′(n)(log n+ log g(n)) ≤ (⌈loga n⌉+ 2)(log n+ log n
τ )
 (log n)2 0 n
1−γ ≍ Gmm-var(n) ≍ Gmm-fix(n)
for some γ < 1, where we used that, because M∗ is standard nonparametric, both (35) and Proposition 7
hold. To verify condition (iii), first note that by choice of the switch-points, ω′(P ∗, xn−1) = ω(P ∗, xtj )
with tj + 1 ∈ [n/α, n] and therefore ω′ satisfies (37) by assumption. Since ω′ is finite relative to M∗, this
implies that Gω′(n) c
∑n
i=1 gmm(i) = Gmm-var(n) and hence that
Gω′(n) c Gmm-fix(n)
Gmm-var(n)
Gmm-fix(n)
c·c′ Gmm-fix(n).
5.3 Example: Nonparametric Density Estimation with Exponential Families
In many nonparametric situations, there exists an oracle ω that achieves the minimax convergence rate,
which only selects a model based on the sample size an not on the observed data. This holds, for example,
for density estimation based on sequences of exponential families as introduced by Barron and Sheu [1991],
Sheu [1990] under the assumption that the log density of the true distribution is in a Sobolev space. Not
surprisingly, using Lemma 8, we can show that Psw achieves the minimax rate in the Barron-Sheu setting.
Formally, letX = [0, 1], let r ≥ 1 and let W r2 be the Sobolev space of functions f on X for which f (r−1)
is absolutely continuous and
∫
(f (r)(x))2 dx is finite. Here f (r) denotes the r-th derivative of f . Let M∗(r)
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be the model class such that for any P ∗ ∈ M∗ the random variables X1,X2, . . . are i.i.d., and P ∗(X1) has a
density p∗ such that log p∗ ∈ W r2 . We model M∗(r) using sequences of exponential families M1,M2, . . .
defined as follows. Let Mk = {pθ | θ ∈ Rk} be the k-dimensional exponential family of densities on [0, 1]
with
pθ(x) = p0(x) exp


k∑
j=1
θkφk(x)− ψk(θ)

 ,
where ψk(θ) = log
∫
p0(x) exp(
∑
θkφk(x)) dx. Here p0 is some reference density on [0, 1], taken with
respect to Lebesgue measure. The density pθ is extended to X∞ by independence. We let φ1, φ2, . . .
be a countably infinite list of uniformly bounded, linearly independent functions, and we define Sk :=
{1, φ1, . . . , φk}. We consider three possible choices for Sk: polynomials, trigonometric series and splines
of order s with equally spaced knots. For example, we are allowed to choose 1, x, x2, . . . in the polynomial
case, or 1, cos(2πx), sin(2πx), . . ., cos(2π(k/2)x), sin(2π(k/2)x) in the trigonometric case. For precise
conditions on the φ1, . . . , φk that are allowed in each case, we refer to [Barron and Sheu, 1991]. We equip
Mk with a Gaussian prior density wk(θ), i.e. the parameters θ ∈ Rk are independent Gaussian random
variables with mean 0 and a fixed variance σ2. With each Mk we associate the Bayesian MAP estimator
pθˆk(xn), where θˆk(x
n) := argmaxθ∈Rk pk,θ(x
n)wk(θ). Define the corresponding prediction strategy P¯k by
its density p¯k(xn+1 | xn) := pθˆk(xn)(xn+1). Theorem 3.1 of [Sheu, 1990] (or rather its corollary on page 50
of [Sheu, 1990]) states the following:
Theorem 9 (Barron and Sheu). Let φ1, φ2, . . . constitute a basis of polynomials, or trigonometric functions,
or splines of some order s, satisfying the conditions of [Barron and Sheu, 1991]. Let r ≥ 3 in the polynomial
case, r ≥ 2 in the trigonometric case, and r = s, s ≥ 2 in the spline case. Let k(n) be an arbitrary function
such that k(n) ≍ n1/(2r+1). Then supP ∗∈M∗(r) rn(P ∗, P¯k(n)) < ∞, and supP ∗∈M∗(r) rn(P ∗, P¯k(n)) ≍
n−2r/(2r+1).
The minimax convergence rate for the modelsM∗(r) is given by gmm(n) ≍ n−2r/(2r+1) [Yang and Barron,
1998]. Thus, together with Lemma 8, using the oracle ω(P ∗, xn) := n1/(2r+1), the theorem implies that
Psw achieves the minimax convergence rate. We note that the paper [Barron and Sheu, 1991] only estab-
lishes convergence of KL divergence in probability when maximum likelihood parameters our used. For our
purposes, we need convergence in expectation, which holds when MAP parameters are used, as shown in
Sheu’s thesis [Sheu, 1990]. Since the prediction strategies P¯k are based on MAP estimators rather than on
Bayes predictive distributions, our consistency result Theorem 1 of Section 3 does not apply. However, by
Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 of [Li and Yu, 2000], we can apply the alternative consistency result Theorem 2. Thus,
just as for histogram density estimation as discussed in Section 4.3, we do have a proof of both consistency
and minimax rate of convergence for general nonparametric density estimation with exponential families.
5.4 Example: Nonparametric Linear Regression
5.4.1 Lemma for Plug-In Estimators
We first need a variation of Lemma 8 for the case that the P¯k are plug-in strategies. We will then apply the
lemma to nonparametric linear regression with P¯k based on maximum likelihood estimators within Mk. To
prepare for this, it is useful to rename the observations to Zi rather than Xi.
As before, we assume that Z1, Z2, . . . are i.i.d. according to all P ∗ ∈ M∗ and P ∈ M. We write
D(P ∗‖P ) for the KL divergence between P ∗ and P on a single outcome, i.e. D(P ∗‖P ) := D(P ∗(Z1 =
·)‖P (Z1 = ·)). For given P ∗, let, if it exists, P˜k be the unique P ∈ Mk achieving minP∈Mk D(P ∗‖P ).
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Lemma 10. Let M∗ be a standard nonparametric model class, and let P¯1, P¯2, . . . be plug-in strategies, i.e.
for all k, all n, zn ∈ X n, P¯k(Zn+1 = · | zn) ∈ {P (Z1 = ·) | P ∈ Mk}. Suppose that M1,M2, . . . are
such that
1. P˜1, P˜2, . . . all exist,
2. For all n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, supP ∗∈M∗ rn(P ∗, P¯k) <∞, and
3. There exists an oracle ω which achieves the minimax rate, i.e. supP ∗∈M∗ rn(P ∗‖Pω)  gmm(n), such
that ω does not look at the data (in the sense of Section 5.1) and ω(P ∗, n− 1) ≤ n for any P ∗ ∈M∗
and n ∈ Z+.
4. Furthermore, define the estimation error ERRn(P ∗, P¯k) := rn(P ∗, P¯k) − D(P ∗‖P˜k), and suppose
that for all k ≥ 1, all n > k,
ERRn−1(P
∗, P¯k) ≥ ERRn(P
∗, P¯k). (39)
Then Psw achieves the minimax rate in Cesa`ro mean, i.e. Gsw(n)  Gmm-fix(n).
Proof. For arbitrary P ∗ ∈ M∗ and fixed α > 1, let ω′ be any oracle that does not depend on the data and
that “lags a little behind ω by at most a factor of α” in the sense of Lemma 8. For n such that n/α > 1, let
1 ≤ n′ ≤ n be such that ω(P ∗, n′) = ω′(P ∗, n). Then
rn(P
∗, P¯ω′) = D(P
∗‖P˜ω′) + ERRn(P
∗, P¯ω′)
= D(P ∗‖P˜ω(P ∗,n′)) + ERRn(P
∗, P¯ω(P ∗,n′))
≤ D(P ∗‖P˜ω(P ∗,n′)) + ERRn′(P
∗, P¯ω(P ∗,n′))
 gmm(n
′)  (n/α)−γh0(n)  gmm(n). (40)
Here ERRn(P ∗, P¯ω(P ∗,n′)) denotes the estimation error when, at sample size n, the strategy P¯k with k =
ω(P ∗, n′) is used. The last line follows because, by definition of standard nonparametric, h0 is increasing.
For n such that n/α > 1, (40) in combination with condition 2 of the lemma (for smaller n) shows that we
can apply Lemma 8, and then the result follows.
We call ERRn(P ∗, P¯k) “estimation error” since it can be rewritten as the expected additional logarithmic
loss incurred when predicting Zn+1 based on P¯k rather than P˜k, the best approximation of P ∗ within Mk:
ERRn(P
∗, P¯k) = EZn∼P ∗EZn+1∼P ∗[− log p¯k(Zn+1 | Z
n)− (− log p˜k(Zn+1))].
As can be seen in the proof of Lemma 11 below, in the linear regression case, ERRn(P ∗, P¯k) can be rewritten
as the variance of the estimator P¯k, and thus coincides with the traditional definition of estimation error.
In order to apply Lemma 10, one needs to find an oracle that does not look at the data. A good candidate
to check is the oracle
ω∗(P ∗, n) = argmin
k
rn(P
∗, P¯k) (41)
because, as is immediately verified, if there exists an oracle ω that does not look at the data and achieves the
minimax rate, then ω∗ must achieve the minimax rate as well.
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5.4.2 Nonparametric Linear Regression
We now apply Lemma 10 to linear regression with random i.i.d. design and i.i.d. normally distributed noise
with known variance σ2, using least-squares or, equivalently, maximum likelihood estimators (see Section
6.2 of [Yang, 1999] and Section 4 of [Yang and Barron, 1998]). The results below show that Psw achieves the
minimax rate in nonparametric regression under a condition on the design distribution which we suspect to
hold quite generally, but which is hard to verify. Therefore, unfortunately, our result has formal implications
only for the restricted set of distributions for which the condition has been verified. We give examples of
such sets below.
Formally, we fix a sequence φ1, φ2, φ3, . . . of uniformly bounded, linearly independent functions from
R to R. Let Sk be the space of functions spanned by φ1, . . . , φk . The linear models Mk are families
of conditional distributions Pθ for Yi ∈ R given Xi ∈ X , where X = [0, 1]d for some d > 0. Here
θ = (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ R
k and Pθ expresses that Yi =
∑k
j=1 θjφj(Xi) + Ui, where the noise random
variables U1, U2, . . . are i.i.d. normally distributed with zero mean and fixed variance σ2. The predic-
tion strategies P1, P2, . . . are based on maximum likelihood estimators. Thus, for k ≤ n, P¯k(Yn+1 |
xn+1, yn) := Pθˆ(xn,yn)(Yn+1 | Xn+1 = xn+1) where θˆ(x
n, yn) ∈ Rk and Pθˆ(xn,yn) is the ML es-
timator within Mk. For k > n, we may set P¯k(Yn+1 | xn+1, yn) to any fixed distribution Q with
supP ∗∈M∗ D(P
∗(Yn+1 | xn+1)‖Q(Yn+1 | xn+1)) < ∞. We denote by Φ(n,k) the k × n design matrix
with the (j, i)−th entry given by φj(xi).
We fix a set of candidate design distribution P∗X and a set of candidate regression functions F∗, and we
let M∗ denote the set of distributions on (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . such that Xi are i.i.d. according to some
P ∗X ∈ P
∗
X , and Yi = f∗(Xi)+Ui for some f∗ ∈ F∗ and U1, U2, . . . are i.i.d. normally distributed with zero
mean and variance σ2. We assume that all f∗ ∈ F∗ can be expressed as
f∗ =
∞∑
j=1
θ˜jφj (42)
for some θ˜1, θ˜2, . . . with limj→∞ θ˜j = 0. It is immediate that for such combinations of M∗ and M,
condition 1 and 2 of Lemma 10 hold. The following lemma shows that also condition 4 holds, and thus, if
we can also verify that condition 3 holds, then Psw achieves the minimax rate.
Lemma 11. Suppose that M1,M2, . . . are as above. Let M∗ be as above, such that additionally, for all
P ∗ ∈ M∗, all n, all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the Fisher information matrix (Φ(n,k))T(Φ(n,k)) is almost surely
nonsingular. Then (39) holds.
A sufficient condition for the required nonsingularity of (Φ(n,k))T(Φ(n,k)) is, for example, that for all
P ∗ ∈ M∗, the marginal distribution of X under P ∗ has a density under Lebesgue measure. If the conditions
of Lemma 11 hold and, additionally, we can show that some oracle achieves the minimax rate, then condition
3 of Lemma 10 is verified and Psw achieves the minimax rate as well. To verify whether this is the case,
note that
Proposition 12. Suppose that (a) for some α > 0, supP ∗ D(P ∗‖P˜k) ≍′ k−2α; (b) gmm(n) ≍′ n−2α/(2α+1);
and (c) for some τ with 1/(2α+1) ≤ τ < 1, we have ERRn(P ∗, P¯k) ≍′ k/n, uniformly for k ∈ {1, . . . , nτ}.
Then letting, for all P ∗ ∈ M∗, ω(P ∗, n) := ⌈n1/(2α+1)⌉, we have supP ∗∈M∗ rn(P ∗, Pω) ′ gmm(n).
Here a(n) ′ b(n) means “a(n)  b(n) and for all n, a(n) is finite”. ≍′ is defined in the same
way. We omit the straightforward proof of Proposition 12. Conditions (a) and (b) hold for many natural
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combinations of M∗ and M, under quite weak conditions on P ∗X [Stone, 1982]. Possible M∗ include
regression functions f∗ taken from Besov spaces and Sobolev spaces, and more generally cases where the
φj are ‘full approximation sets of functions” (which can be, e.g., polynomials, or trigonometric functions)
[Yang and Barron, 1998, Section 4]. [Cox, 1988] shows that also (c) holds under some conditions, but these
are relatively strong; e.g. it holds if PX is a beta-distribution and α = 1. We suspect that (c) holds in much
more generality, but we have found no theorem that actually states this. Note that (c) in fact does hold,
even with ≍ replaced by =, if, after having observed xn, yn, we evaluate P¯k on a new Xn+1-value which is
chosen uniformly at random from x1, . . . , xn [Yang, 1999]. But this is of no use to us, since all our proofs
are ultimately based on the connection (13) between the cumulative risk and the KL divergence. While this
connection does not require data to be i.i.d., it does break down if we evaluate P¯k on an Xn+1-value that
is not equal to the value of Xn+1 that will actually be observed in the case that additional data are sampled
from P ∗. Therefore, we cannot extend our results to deal with this alternative evaluation for which (c)
holds automatically. All in all, we can show that the switch distribution achieves the minimax rate in certain
special cases (e.g. when the conditions of [Cox, 1988] hold for P ∗X ), but we conjecture that it holds in much
more generality.
5.5 The Parametric Case
We end our treatment of convergence rates by considering the parametric case. Thus, in this subsection we
assume that P ∗ ∈ Mk∗ for some k∗ ∈ Z+, but we also consider that if M1,M2, . . . are of increasing com-
plexity, then the catch-up phenomenon may occur, meaning that at small sample sizes, some estimator P¯k
with k < k∗ may achieve smaller risk than P¯k∗ . In particular, this can happen if P ∗ ∈ Mk∗ , P ∗ 6∈ Mk∗−1,
but D(P ∗‖Mk∗−1) := infP∈Mk∗−1 is small. Van Erven [2006] shows that in some scenarios, there exist
i.i.d. sequences X1, X2, . . . with P ∗(Xi) ∈ Mk∗ for all i ∈ Z+, such that limm→∞D(P ∗(m)‖Mk∗−1) = 0
and limm→∞ limn→∞Rn(P ∗(m)‖Pbma) − Rn(P
∗
(m), Psw) = ∞. That is, the difference in cumulative risk
between Psw and Pbma may become arbitrarily large if D(P ∗(m)‖Mk∗−1) is chosen small enough. Thus,
even in the parametric case Pbma is not always optimal: if P ∗ ∈ Mk∗ , then, as soon as we also put a positive
prior weight on P¯k∗−1, Pbma may favour k∗ − 1 at sample sizes at which P¯k∗ has already become the best
predictor. The following lemma shows that in such cases the switch distribution remains optimal: the pre-
dictive performance of the switch distribution is never much worse than the predictive performance of the
best oracle that iterates through the models in order of increasing complexity. In order to extend this result
to a formal proof that Psw always achieves the minimax convergence rate, we would have to additionally
show that there exist oracles of this kind that achieve the minimax convergence rate. Although we have no
formal proof of this extension, it seems likely that this is the case.
Lemma 13. Let Psw be the switch distribution, defined with respect to a sequence of estimators P¯1, P¯2, . . .
as above, with prior π satisfying (17). Let k∗ ∈ Z+, and let ω be any oracle such that for any P ∗ ∈ M∗,
any x∞ ∈ X∞, the sequence ω1, ω2, . . . is nondecreasing and there exists some n0 such that ωn = k∗ for
all n ≥ n0, where ωi ≡ ω(P ∗, xi−1) for all i. Then
Gsw(n)−Gω(n) ≤ sup
P ∗∈M∗
(
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw)−
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pω)
)
= k∗ ·O(log n). (43)
Consequently, if Gω(n)  log n, then
Gsw(n)  Gω(n). (44)
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Proof. The inequality in (43) is a consequence of the general fact that supx f(x)−supx f ′(x) ≤ supx(f(x)−
f ′(x)) for any two functions f and f ′. The second part of (43) follows by Lemma 5, applied with g(n) = k∗,
together with the observation that mω(n) ≤ k∗. To show (44) we can apply Lemma 6 with g(n) = k∗ and
f(n) = Gω(n). (Condition iii of the lemma is satisfied with c1 = 1, and by assumption about Gω(n) there
exists a constant c2 such that Condition ii of the lemma is satisfied.)
The lemma shows that the additional cumulative risk of the switch distribution compared to Pω is of
order log n. In the parametric case, we usually have Gmm-fix(n) proportional to log n (Section 5.2). If that
is the case, and if, as seems reasonable, there is an oracle ω that satisfies the given restrictions and that
achieves summed risk proportional to Gmm-fix(n), then also the switch distribution achieves a summed risk
that is proportional to Gmm-fix(n).
6 Efficient Computation of the switch distribution
For priors π as in (9), the posterior probability on predictors p1, p2, . . . can be efficiently computed sequen-
tially, provided that πT(T = n | T ≥ n) and πK can be calculated quickly (say in constant time) and that
πM(m) = θ
m(1−θ) is geometric with parameter θ, as is also required for Theorem 1 and (see Section 4.1.4)
permitted in the theorems and lemma’s of Section 4 and 5. For example, we may take πK(k) = 1/(k(k+1))
and πT(n) = 1/(n(n + 1)), such that πT(T = n | T ≥ n) = 1/n.
The algorithm resembles FIXED-SHARE [Herbster and Warmuth, 1998], but whereas FIXED-SHARE
implicitly imposes a geometric distribution for πT, we allow general priors by varying the shared weight
with n. We also add the πM component of the prior, which is crucial for consistency. This addition ensures
that the additional loss compared to the best prediction strategy that switches a finite number of times, does
not grow with the sample size.
To ensure finite running time, we need to restrict the switch distribution to switch between a finite
number of prediction strategies. This is no strong restriction though, as we may just take the number of
prediction strategies sufficiently large relative to N when computing psw(xN ). For example, consider the
switch distribution that switches between prediction strategies p1, . . ., pKmax(N). Then all the theorems in
the paper can still be proved if we take Kmax(N) sufficiently large (e.g. Kmax(N) ≥ g(N) would suffice for
the oracle approximation lemma).
This is a special case of a switch distribution that, at sample size n, allows switching only to pk such
that k ∈ Kn ⊆ Z+, where K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆ . . .. We may view this as a restriction on the prior: π(S \ S′) = 0,
where
S
′ := {s ∈ S | ∀n ∈ Z+ : Kn(s) ∈ Kn} (45)
denotes the set of allowed parameters, and, as in Section 2.3,
Kn(s) := ki(s) for the unique i such that ti(s) < n and i = m(s) ∨ ti+1(s) ≥ n (46)
denotes which prediction strategy is used to predict outcome Xn.
The following online algorithm computes the switch distribution for any K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆ . . ., provided the
prior is of the form (9). Let the indicator function, 1A(x), be 1 if x ∈ A and 0 otherwise.
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Algorithm 1 SWITCH(xN )
1 for k ∈ K1 do initialize wak ← πK(k) · θ; wbk ← πK(k) · (1− θ) od
2 for n=1, . . . , N do
3 Report psw(Kn, xn−1) = waKn+ w
b
Kn
(a K-sized array)
4 for k ∈ Kn do wak ← wak · pk(xn|xn−1); wbk ← wbk · pk(xn|xn−1) od (loss update)
5 pool← πT(Z = n | Z ≥ n) ·
∑
k∈Kn
wak
6 for k ∈ Kn+1 do
7 wak ← w
a
k · 1Kn(k) · πT(Z 6= n | Z ≥ n) + pool · πK(k) · θ (share update)
8 wbk ← wbk · 1Kn(k) + pool · πK(k) · (1− θ)
9 od
10 od
11 Report psw(KN+1, xN ) = waKN+1+ w
b
KN+1
This algorithm can be used to obtain fast convergence in the sense of Sections 4 and 5, and consistency in
the sense of Theorem 1. If πT(T = n | T ≥ n) and πK can be computed in constant time, then its running
time is Θ(
∑N
n=1 |Kn|), which is typically of the same order as that of fast model selection criteria like AIC
and BIC. For example, if the number of considered prediction strategies is fixed at Kmax then the running
time is Θ(Kmax ·N).
Theorem 14. Let psw denote the switch distribution with prior π. Suppose that π is of the form (9) and
π(S \ S′) = 0. Then Algorithm 1 correctly reports psw(K1, x0), . . ., psw(KN+1, xN ).
Note that the posterior π(KN+1 | xN ) and the marginal likelihood psw(xN ) can both be computed from
psw(KN+1, x
N ) in Θ(|KN+1|) time. The theorem is proved in Appendix A.7.
7 Relevance and Earlier Work
Over the last 25 years or so, the question whether to base model selection on AIC or BIC type methods
has received a lot of attention in the theoretical and applied statistics literature, as well as in fields such
as psychology and biology where model selection plays an important role (googling “AIC” and “BIC”
gives 355000 hits) [Speed and Yu, 1993, Hansen and Yu, 2001, 2002, Barron et al., 1994, Forster, 2001,
De Luna and Skouras, 2003, Sober, 2004]. It has even been suggested that, since these two types of methods
have been designed with different goals in mind (optimal prediction vs. “truth hunting”), it may simply be
the case that no procedures exist that combine the best of both types of approaches [Sober, 2004]. Our
Theorem 1, Theorem 4 and our results in Section 5 show that, at least in some cases, one can get the best of
both worlds after all, and model averaging based on Psw achieves the minimax optimal convergence rate. In
typical parametric settings (P ∗ ∈ M), model selection based on Psw is consistent, and Lemma 13 suggests
that model averaging based on Psw is within a constant factor of the minimax optimal rate in parametric
settings.
7.1 A Contradiction with Yang’s Result?
Superficially, our results may seem to contradict the central conclusion of Yang [Yang, 2005a]. Yang shows
that there are scenarios in linear regression where no model selection or model combination criterion can be
both consistent and achieve the minimax rate of convergence.
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Yang’s result is proved for a variation of linear regression in which the estimation error is measured
on the previously observed design points. This setup cannot be directly embedded in our framework. Also,
Yang’s notion of model combination is somewhat different from the model averaging that is used to compute
Psw. Thus, formally, there is no contradiction between Yang’s results and ours. Still, the setups are so similar
that one can easily imagine a variation of Yang’s result to hold in our setting as well. Thus, it is useful to
analyze how these “almost” contradictory results may coexist. We suspect (but have no proof) that the
underlying reason is the definition of our minimax convergence rate in Cesa`ro mean (16) in which P ∗ is
allowed to depend on n, but then the risk with respect to that same P ∗ is summed over all i = 1, . . . , n. In
contrast, Yang uses the standard definition of convergence rate, without summation. Yang’s result holds in a
parametric scenario, where there are two nested parametric models, and data are sampled from a distribution
in one of them. Then both Gmm-fix and Gmm-var are of the same order log n. Even so, it may be possible that
there does exist a minimax optimal procedure that is also consistent, relative to the Gmm-fix-game, in which
P ∗ is kept fixed once n has been determined, while there does not exist a minimax optimal procedure that is
also consistent, relative to theGmm-var-game, in which P ∗ is allowed to vary. We conjecture that this explains
why Yang’s result and ours can coexist: in parametric situations, there exist procedures (such as Psw) that
are both consistent and achieve Gmm-fix, but there exist no procedures that are both consistent and achieve
Gmm-var. We suspect that the qualification “parametric” is essential here: indeed, we conjecture that in the
standard nonparametric case, whenever Psw achieves the fixed-P ∗ minimax rate Gmm-fix, it also achieves the
varying-P ∗ minimax rate Gmm-var. The reason for this conjecture is that, under the standard nonparametric
assumption, whenever Psw achieves Gmm-fix, a small modification of Psw will achieve Gmm-var. Indeed,
define the Cesa`ro-switch distribution as
PCesa`ro-sw(xn | x
n−1) :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Psw(xn | x
i−1). (47)
Proposition 15. PCesa`ro-sw achieves the varying-P ∗-minimax rate whenever Psw achieves the fixed-P ∗-
minimax rate.
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 7 and can be found in Section A.5.
Since, intuitively, PCesa`ro-sw learns “slower” than Psw, we suspect that Psw itself achieves the varying-
P ∗-minimax rate as well in the standard nonparametric case. However, while in the nonparametric case,
gmm(n) ≍ Gmm-fix(n)/n, in the parametric case, gmm(n) ≍ 1/n whereas Gmm-fix(n)/n ≍ (log n)/n.
Then the reasoning underlying Proposition 15 does not apply anymore, and PCesa`ro-sw may not achieve the
minimax rate for varying P ∗. Then also Psw itself may not achieve this rate. We suspect that this is not
a coincidence: Yang’s result suggests that indeed, in this parametric setting, Psw, because it is consistent,
cannot achieve this varying P ∗-minimax optimal rate.
7.2 Earlier Approaches to the AIC-BIC Dilemma
Several other authors have provided procedures which have been designed to behave like AIC whenever
AIC is better, and like BIC whenever BIC is better; and which empirically seem to do so; these include
model meta-selection [De Luna and Skouras, 2003, Clarke, 1997], and Hansen and Yu’s gMDL version of
MDL regression [Hansen and Yu, 2001]; also the “mongrel” procedure of [Wong and Clarke, 2004] has
been designed to improve on Bayesian model averaging for small samples. Compared to these other meth-
ods, ours seems to be the first that provably is both consistent and minimax optimal in terms of risk, for
some classes M∗. The only other procedure that we know of for which somewhat related results have
been shown, is a version of cross-validation proposed by Yang [2005b] to select between AIC and BIC
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in regression problems. Yang shows that a particular form of cross-validation will asymptotically select
AIC in case the use of AIC leads to better predictions, and BIC in the case that BIC leads to better predic-
tions. In contrast to Yang, we use a single paradigm rather than a mix of several ones (such as AIC, BIC
and cross-validation) – essentially our paradigm is just that of universal individual-sequence prediction, or
equivalently, the individual-sequence version of predictive MDL, or equivalently, Dawid’s prequential anal-
ysis applied to the log scoring rule. Indeed, our work has been heavily inspired by prequential ideas; in
Dawid [1992] it is already suggested that model selection should be based on the transient behaviours in
terms of sequential prediction of the estimators within the models: one should select the model which is
optimal at the given sample size, and this will change over time. Although Dawid uses standard Bayesian
mixtures of parametric models as his running examples, he implicitly suggests that other ways (the details
of which are left unspecified) of combining predictive distributions relative to parametric models may be
preferable, especially in the nonparametric case where the true distribution is outside any of the parametric
models under consideration.
7.3 Prediction with Expert Advice
Since the switch distribution has been designed to perform well in a setting where the optimal predic-
tor p¯k changes over time, our work is also closely related to the algorithms for tracking the best expert
in the universal prediction literature [Herbster and Warmuth, 1998, Vovk, 1999, Volf and Willems, 1998,
Monteleoni and Jaakkola, 2004]. However, those algorithms are usually intended for data that are sequen-
tially generated by a mechanism whose behaviour changes over time. In sharp contrast, our switch distri-
bution is especially suitable for situations where data are sampled from a fixed (though perhaps non-i.i.d.)
source after all; the fact that one model temporarily leads to better predictions than another is caused by the
fact that each “expert” p¯k has itself already been designed as a universal predictor/estimator relative to some
large set of distributions Mk. The elements of Mk may be viewed as “base” predictors/experts, and the p¯k
may be thought of as meta-experts/predictors. Because of this two-stage structure, which meta-predictor p¯k
is best changes over time, even though the optimal base-predictor argminp∈M rn(p∗, p) does not change
over time.
If one of the considered prediction strategies p¯k makes the best predictions eventually, our goal is to
achieve consistent model selection: the total number of switches should also remain bounded. To this end
we have defined the switch distribution such that positive prior probability is associated with switching
finitely often and thereafter using p¯k for all further outcomes. We need this property to prove that our
method is consistent. Other dynamic expert tracking algorithms, such as the FIXED-SHARE algorithm
[Herbster and Warmuth, 1998], have been designed with different goals in mind, and as such they do not
have this property. Not surprisingly then, our results do not resemble any of the existing results in the
“tracking”-literature.
8 The Catch-Up Phenomenon, Bayes and Cross-Validation
8.1 The Catch-Up Phenomenon is Unbelievable! (According to BMA)
On page 2 we introduced the marginal Bayesian distribution pbma(xn) :=
∑
k w(k)p¯k(x
n). If the distri-
butions p¯k are themselves Bayesian marginal distributions as in (1), then pbma may be interpreted as (the
density corresponding to) a distribution on the data that reflects some prior beliefs about the domain that
is being modelled, as represented by the priors w(k) and wk(θ). If w(k) and wk(θ) truly reflected some
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decision-maker’s a priori beliefs, then it is clear that the decision-maker would like to make sequential pre-
dictions of Xn+1 given Xn = xn based on pbma rather than on psw. Indeed, as we now show, the catch-up
phenomenon as depicted in Figure 1 is exceedingly unlikely to take place under pbma, and a priori a sub-
jective Bayesian should be prepared to bet a lot of money that it does not occur. To see this, consider the
no-hypercompression inequality [Gru¨nwald, 2007], versions of which are also known as “Barron’s inequal-
ity” [Barron, 1985] and “competitive optimality of the Shannon-Fano code” [Cover and Thomas, 1991]. It
states that for any two distributions P and Q for X∞, the P -probability that Q outperforms P by k bits or
more when sequentially predicting X1,X2, . . . is exponentially small in k: for each n,
P (− log q(Xn) ≤ − log p(Xn)− k) ≤ 2−k.
Plugging in pbma for p, and psw for q, we see that what happened in Figure 1 (psw outperforming pbma
by about 40000 bits) is an event with probability no more than 2−40000 according to pbma. Yet, in many
practical situations, the catch-up phenomenon does occur and psw gains significantly compared to pbma.
This can only be possible because either the models are wrong (clearly, The Picture of Dorian Gray has not
been drawn randomly from a finite-order Markov chain), or because the priors are “wrong” in the sense that
they somehow don’t match the situation one is trying to model. For this reason, some subjective Bayesians,
when we confronted them with the catch-up phenomenon, have argued that it is just a case of “garbage in,
garbage out” (GIGO): when the phenomenon occurs, then, rather than using the switch distribution, one
should reconsider the model(s) and prior(s) one wants to use, and, once one has found a superior model
M′ and prior w′, one should use pbma relative to M′ and w′. Of course we agree that if one can come up
with better models, one should of course use them. Nevertheless, we strongly disagree with the GIGO point
of view: We are convinced that in practice, “correct” priors may be impossible to obtain; similarly, people
are forced to work with “wrong” models all the time. In such cases, rather than embarking on a potentially
never-ending quest for better models, the hurried practitioner may often prefer to use the imperfect – yet still
useful – models that he has available, in the best possible manner. And then it makes sense to use psw rather
than the Bayesian pbma: the best one can hope for in general is to regard the distributions in one’s models as
prediction strategies, and try to predict as well as the best strategy contained in any of the models, and psw is
better at this than pbma. Indeed, the catch-up phenomenon raises some interesting questions for Bayes factor
model selection: no matter what the prior is, by the no-hypercompression inequality above with p = pbma
and q = psw, when comparing two models M1 andM2, before seeing any data, a Bayesian always believes
that the switch distribution will not substantially outperform pbma, which implies that a Bayesian cannot
believe that, with non-negligible probability, a complex model p¯2 can at first predict substantially worse
than a simple model p¯1 and then, for large samples, can predict substantially better. Yet in practice, this
happens all the time!
8.2 Nonparametric Bayes
A more interesting subjective Bayesian argument against the switch distribution would be that, in the non-
parametric setting, the data are sampled from some P ∗ ∈ M∗ \ M, and is not contained in any of the
parametric models M1,M2, . . . Yet, under the standard hierarchical prior used in pbma (first a discrete prior
on the model index, then a density on the model parameters), we have that with prior-probability 1, P ∗ is
“parametric”, i.e. P ∗ ∈ Mk for some k. Thus, our prior distribution is not really suitable for the situation
that we are trying to model in the nonparametric setting, and we should use a nonparametric prior instead.
While we completely agree with this reasoning, we would immediately like to add that the question then be-
comes: what nonparametric prior should one use? Nonparametric Bayes has become very popular in recent
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years, and it often works surprisingly well. Still, its practical and theoretical performance strongly depends
on the type of priors that are used, and it is often far from clear what prior to use in what situation. In some
situations, some nonparametric priors achieve optimal rates of convergence, but others can even make Bayes
inconsistent [Diaconis and Freedman, 1986, Gru¨nwald, 2007]. The advantage of the switch distribution is
that it does not require any difficult modeling decisions, but nevertheless under reasonable conditions it
achieves the optimal rate of convergence in nonparametric settings, and, in the special case where one of the
models on the list in fact approximates the true source extremely well, this model will in fact be identified
(Theorem 1). In fact, one may think of psw as specifying a very special kind of nonparametric prior, and
under this interpretation, our results are in complete agreement with the nonparametric Bayesian view.
8.3 Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
From the other side of the spectrum, it has sometimes been argued that consistency is irrelevant, since
in practical situations, the true distribution is never in any of the models under consideration. Thus, it is
argued, one should use AIC-type methods such as leave-one-out cross-validation, because of their predictive
optimality. We strongly disagree with this argument, for several reasons: first, in practical model selection
problems, one is often interested in questions such as “does Y depend on feature Xk or not?” For example,
Mk−1 is a set of conditional distributions in which Y is independent of Xk, and Mk is a superset thereof
in which Y can be dependent on Xk. There are certainly real-life situations where some variable Xj is truly
completely irrelevant for predicting Y , and it may be the primary goal of the scientist to find out whether or
not this is the case. In such cases, we would hope our model selection criterion to select, for large n, Mk−1
rather than Mk, and the problem with the AIC-type methods is that, because of their inconsistency, they
sometimes do not do this. In other words, we think that consistency does matter, and we regard it as a clear
advantage of the switch distribution that it is consistent.
A second advantage over leave-one-out cross-validation is that the switch distribution, like Bayesian
methods, satisfies Dawid’s weak prequential principle [Dawid, 1992, Gru¨nwald, 2007]: the switch distribu-
tion assesses the quality of a predictor p¯k only in terms of the quality of predictions that were actually made.
To apply LOO on a sample x1, . . . , xn, one needs to know the prediction for xi given x1, . . . , xi−1, but also
xi+1, . . . , xn. In practice, these may be hard to compute, unknown or even unknowable. An example of
the first are non-i.i.d. settings such as time series models. An example of the second is the case where the
p¯k represent, for example, weather forecasters, or other predictors which have been designed to predict the
future given the past. Actual weather forecasters use computer programs to predict the probability that it
will rain the next day, given a plethora of data about air pressure, humidity, temperature etc. and the pattern
of rain in the past days. It may simply be impossible to apply those programs in a way that they predict the
probability of rain today, given data about tomorrow.
9 Conclusion and Future Work
We have identified the catch-up phenomenon as the underlying reason for the slow convergence of Bayesian
model selection and averaging. Based on this, we have defined the switch distribution Psw, a modification of
the Bayesian marginal distribution which is consistent, but also under broad conditions achieves a minimax
optimal convergence rate, thus resolving the AIC-BIC dilemma.
1. Since psw can be computed in practice, the approach can readily be tested with real and simulated
data in both density estimation and regression problems. Initial results on simulated data, on which
we will report elsewhere, give empirical evidence that psw behaves remarkably well in practice. Model
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selection based on psw, like for pbma, typically identifies the true distribution at moderate sample sizes.
Prediction and estimation based on Psw is of comparable quality to leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOO) and generally, in no experiment did we find that it behaved substantially worse than either
LOO or AIC.
2. It is an interesting open question whether there is an analogue of Lemma 6 and Theorem 4 for model
selection rather than averaging. In other words, in settings such as histogram density estimation where
model averaging based on the switch distribution achieves the minimax convergence rate, does model
selection based on the switch distribution achieve it as well? For example, in Figure 1, sequentially
predicting by the p¯Kn+1 that has maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) under the switch distribu-
tion given data xn, is only a few bits worse than predicting by model averaging based on the switch
distribution, and still outperforms standard Bayesian model averaging by about 40 000 bits. In the
experiments mentioned above, we invariably found that predicting by the MAP p¯Kn+1 empirically
converges at the same rate as using model averaging, i.e. predicting by Psw. However, we have no
proof that this really must always be the case. Analogous results in the MDL literature suggest that
a theorem bounding the risk of switch-based model selection, if it can be proved at all, would bound
the squared Hellinger rather than the KL risk [Gru¨nwald, 2007, Chapter 15].
3. The way we defined Psw, it does not seem suitable for situations in which the number of considered
models or model combinations is exponential in the sample size. Because of condition (i) in Lemma 6,
our theoretical results do not cover this case either. Yet this case is highly important in practice, for
example, in the subset selection problem [Yang, 1999]. It seems clear that the catch-up phenomenon
can and will also occur in model selection problems of that type. Can our methods be adapted to
this situation, while still keeping the computational complexity manageable? And what is the relation
with the popular and computationally efficient L1-approaches to model selection [Tibshirani, 1996]?
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Let Un = {s ∈ S | Kn+1(s) 6= k∗} denote the set of “bad” parameters s that select an incorrect model. It is
sufficient to show that
lim
n→∞
∑
s∈Un
π
(
s
)
qs(X
n)∑
s∈S π
(
s
)
qs(Xn)
= 0 with P¯k∗-probability 1. (48)
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To see this, first note that (48) is almost equivalent to (8). The difference is that Pθ∗ -probability has been
replaced by P¯k∗-probability. Now suppose the theorem is false. Then there exists a set of parameters
Φ ⊆ Θk∗ with wk∗(Φ) > 0 such that (8) does not hold for any θ∗ ∈ Φ. But then by definition of P¯k∗ we
have a contradiction with (48).
To show (48), let A = {s ∈ S : km(s) 6= k∗} denote the set of parameters that are bad for all sufficiently
large n. We observe that for each s′ ∈ Un there exists at least one element s ∈ A that uses the same
sequence of switch-points and predictors on the first n + 1 outcomes (this implies that Ki(s) = Ki(s′) for
i = 1, . . . , n + 1) and has no switch-points beyond n (i.e. tm(s) ≤ n). Consequently, either s′ = s or
s′ ∈ Es. Therefore∑
s
′∈Un
π(s′)qs′(x
n) ≤
∑
s∈A
(π(s) + π(Es)) qs(x
n) ≤ (1 + c)
∑
s∈A
π(s)qs(x
n). (49)
Defining the mixture r(xn) =
∑
s∈A π(s)qs(x
n), we will show that
lim
n→∞
r(Xn)
π(s = (0, k∗)) · p¯k∗(Xn)
= 0 with P¯k∗-probability 1. (50)
Using (49) and the fact that ∑
s∈S π(s)qs(x
n) ≥ π(s = (0, k∗)) · p¯k∗(x
n), this implies (48).
For all s ∈ A and xtm(s) ∈ X tm(s), by definition Qs(X∞tm+1|x
tm) equals P¯km(X∞tm+1|x
tm), which
is mutually singular with P¯k∗(X∞tm+1|x
tm) by assumption. If X is a separable metric space, which holds
because X ⊆ Rd for some d ∈ Z+, it can be shown that this conditional mutual singularity implies mu-
tual singularity of Qs(X∞) and P¯k∗(X∞). To see this for countable X , let Bxtm be any event such that
Qs(Bxtm |x
tm) = 1 and P¯k∗(Bxtm |xtm) = 0. Then, for B = {y∞ ∈ X∞ | y∞tm+1 ∈ Bytm}, we have that
Qs(B) = 1 and P¯k∗(B) = 0. In the uncountable case, however, B may not be measurable. In that case,
the proof follows by Corollary 17 proved in Section A.3. Any countable mixture of distributions that are
mutually singular with Pk∗ , in particular R, is mutually singular with Pk∗ . This implies (50) by Lemma 3.1
of [Barron, 1985], which says that for any two mutually singular distributions R and P , the density ratio
r(Xn)/p(Xn) goes to zero as n→∞ with P -probability 1.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 1. Let Un = {s ∈ S | Kn+1(s) 6= k∗} denote the set
of “bad” parameters s that select an incorrect model. It is sufficient to show that
lim
n→∞
∑
s∈Un
π
(
s
)
qs(X
n)∑
s∈S π
(
s
)
qs(Xn)
= 0 with P¯Bk∗-probability 1. (51)
Note that the qs in (51) are defined relative to the non-Bayesian estimators p¯1, p¯2, . . ., whereas the P¯Bk∗ on
the right of the equation is the probability according to a Bayesian marginal distribution P¯Bk∗ , which has been
chosen so that the theorem’s condition holds. To see that (51) is sufficient to prove the theorem, suppose the
theorem is false. Then, because the prior wk∗ is mutually absolutely continuous with Lebesgue measure,
there exists a set of parameters Φ ⊆ Θk∗ with nonzero prior measure under wk∗ , such that (10) does not
hold for any θ∗ ∈ Φ. But then by definition of P¯Bk∗ we have a contradiction with (51).
Using exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that, analogously to (50), we
have
lim
n→∞
r(Xn)
π(s = (0, k∗)) · p¯Bk∗(X
n)
= 0 with P¯Bk∗-probability 1. (52)
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This is just (50) with r now referring to a mixture of combinator prediction strategies defined relative to the
non-Bayesian estimators p¯1, p¯2, . . ., and the p¯Bk∗ in the denominator and on the right referring to the Bayesian
marginal distribution P¯Bk∗ . Using (49) and the fact that
∑
s∈S π(s)qs(x
n) ≥ π(s = (0, k∗)) · p¯k∗(x
n), and
the fact that, by assumption, for some K , for all large n, p¯k∗(Xn) ≥ p¯Bk∗(Xn)2−K with P¯Bk∗-probability 1,
(52) implies (51).
A.3 Mutual Singularity as Used in the Proof of Theorem 1
Let Y 2 = (Y1, Y2) be random variables that take values in separable metric spaces Ω1 and Ω2, respectively.
We will assume all spaces to be equipped with Borel σ-algebras generated by the open sets. Let p be a
prediction strategy for Y 2 with corresponding distributions P (Y1) and, for any y1 ∈ Ω1, P (Y2|y1). To
ensure that P (Y 2) is well-defined, we impose the requirement that for any fixed measurable event A2 ⊆ Ω2
the probability P (A2|y1) is a measurable function of y1.
Lemma 16. Suppose p and q are prediction strategies for Y 2 = (Y1, Y2), which take values in separable
metric spaces Ω1 and Ω2, respectively. Then if P (Y2|y1) and Q(Y2|y1) are mutually singular for all y1 ∈
Ω1, then P (Y 2) and Q(Y 2) are mutually singular.
The proof, due to Peter Harremoe¨s, is given below the following corollary, which is what we are really
interested in. Let X∞ = X1, X2, . . . be random variables that take values in the separable metric space X .
Then what we need in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following corollary of Lemma 16:
Corollary 17. Suppose p and q are prediction strategies for the sequence of random variables X∞ = X1,
X2, . . . that take values in respective separable metric spaces X1,X2, . . . Letm be any positive integer. Then
if P (X∞m+1|xm) and Q(X∞m+1|xm) are mutually singular for all xm ∈ Xm, then P (X∞) and Q(X∞) are
mutually singular.
Proof. The product spaces X1×· · ·×Xm andXm+1×Xm+2×· · · are separable metric spaces [Parthasarathy,
1967, pp. 5,6]. Now apply Lemma 16 with Ω1 = X1 × · · · × Xm and Ω2 = Xm+1 × Xm+2 × · · · .
Proof of Lemma 16. For each ω1 ∈ Ω1, by mutual singularity of P (Y2|ω1) and Q(Y2|ω1) there exists a
measurable set Cω1 ⊆ Ω2 such that P (Cω1 |ω1) = 1 and Q(Cω1 |ω1) = 0. As Ω2 is a metric space, it follows
from [Parthasarathy, 1967, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Chapter II] that for any ǫ > 0 there exists an open set
U ǫω1 ⊇ Cω1 such that
P (U ǫω1 |ω1) = 1 and Q(U
ǫ
ω1 |ω1) < ǫ. (53)
As Ω2 is a separable metric space, there also exists a countable sequence {Bi}i≥1 of open sets such that
every open subset of Ω2 (U ǫω1 in particular) can be expressed as the union of sets from {Bi} [Parthasarathy,
1967, Theorem 1.8 in Chapter I].
Let {B′i}i≥1 denote a subsequence of {Bi} such that U ǫω1 =
⋃
iB
′
i. Suppose {B′i} is a finite sequence.
Then let V ǫω1 = U
ǫ
ω1 . Suppose it is not. Then 1 = P (U
ǫ
ω1 |ω1) = P (
⋃∞
i=1B
′
i|ω1) = limn→∞ P (
⋃n
i=1B
′
i|ω1),
because
⋃n
i=1B
′
i as a function of n is an increasing sequence of sets. Consequently, there exists an N such
that P (
⋃N
i=1B
′
i|ω1) > 1− ǫ and we let V ǫω1 =
⋃N
i=1B
′
i. Thus in any case there exists a set V ǫω1 ⊆ U
ǫ
ω1 that
is a union of a finite number of elements in {Bi} such that
P (V ǫω1 |ω1) > 1− ǫ and Q(V
ǫ
ω1 |ω1) < ǫ. (54)
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Let {D}i≥1 denote an enumeration of all possible unions of a finite number of elements in {Bi} and
define the disjoint sequence of sets {Aǫi}i≥1 by
Aǫi = {ω1 ∈ Ω1 : P (Di|ω1) > 1− ǫ,Q(Di|ω1) < ǫ} \
i−1⋃
j=1
Aǫj (55)
for i = 1, 2, . . . Note that, by the reasoning above, for each ω1 ∈ Ω1 there exists an i such that ω1 ∈ Aǫi ,
which implies that {Aǫi} forms a partition of Ω1. Now, as all elements of {Aǫi} and {Di} are measurable,
so is the set F ǫ =
⋃∞
i=1A
ǫ
i × Di ⊆ Ω1 × Ω2, for which we have that P (F ǫ) =
∑∞
i=1 P (A
ǫ
i × Di) >
(1− ǫ)
∑∞
i=1 P (Ai) = 1− ǫ and likewise Q(F ǫ) < ǫ.
Finally, let G =
⋂∞
n=1
⋃∞
k=n F
2−k
. Then P (G) = limn→∞ P (
⋃∞
k=n F
2−k) ≥ limn→∞ 1 − 2
−n = 1
and Q(G) = limn→∞Q(
⋃
k=n F
2−k) ≤ limn→∞
∑∞
k=n 2
−k = limn→∞ 2
−n+1 = 0, which proves the
lemma.
A.4 Proofs of Section 4
A.4.1 Proof of Lemma 3
For the first part we underestimate sums:
psw(x
n) =
∑
m∈Z+
∑
s∈S:m(s)=m
qs(x
n)π(s) ≥ πM(1) ·
∑
k′∈Z+
πK(k
′)p¯k′(x
n) = πM(1) · pbma(x
n),
pbma(x
n) =
∑
k′∈Z+
p¯k′(x
n)πK(k
′) ≥ πK(k)p¯k(x
n).
We apply (13) to bound the difference in cumulative risk from above:
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw) = E
[
log
p∗(Xn)
psw(Xn)
]
≤ E
[
log
p∗(Xn)
πM(1)pbma(Xn)
]
=
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pbma)− log πM(1),
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pbma) = E
[
log
p∗(Xn)
pbma(Xn)
]
≤ E
[
log
p∗(Xn)
πK(k)p¯k(Xn)
]
=
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯k) − log πK(k). 
A.4.2 Proof of Theorem 4
We will prove a slightly stronger version of the theorem, which shows that the switch distribution in fact
achieves the same multiplicative constant, A, as is shown in [Rissanen et al., 1992] for the estimator that
selects ⌈n1/3⌉ bins:
sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Psw) 1 An
1/3. (56)
The idea of the proof is to exhibit an oracle that closely approximates the estimator P¯⌈n1/3⌉, but only
switches a logarithmic number of times in n on the first n outcomes, and then apply Lemma 6 to this oracle.
In [Rissanen et al., 1992] Equation 23 is proved from the following theorem, which gives an upper bound
on the risk of any prediction strategy that uses a histogram model with approximately ⌈n1/3⌉ bins to predict
outcome Xn+1:
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Theorem 18. For any α ≥ 1
max
⌈(n/α)1/3⌉≤k≤⌈n1/3⌉
sup
P ∗∈M∗
rn(P
∗, P¯k) 1 α
2/3Cn−2/3, (57)
where C > 0 depends only on c2 in (20).
In [Rissanen et al., 1992] the theorem is only proved for α = 1, but their proof remains valid for any
α > 1. From this, (23) follows by summing (57) and approximating ∑ni=1 i−2/3 by an integral. Summation
is allowed, because ri(P ∗, P¯k) is finite for all P ∗ ∈ M∗, i and k, and α2/3C
∑n
i=1 i
−2/3 → ∞ as n
goes to infinity. The constant A in (23) is the product of C and the approximation error of this integral
approximation. We will now apply Theorem 18 to prove Theorem 4 as well.
Let α > 1 be arbitrary and let tj = ⌈αj−1⌉ − 1 for j ∈ Z+ be a sequence of switch-points. For any
n, let jn denote the index of the last preceding switch-point, i.e. n ∈ [tj + 1, tj+1]. Now define the oracle
ωα(P ∗,xn−1) := ⌈(tjn + 1)
1/3⌉ for any P ∗ ∈ M∗ and any xn−1 ∈ X n−1. If we can apply Lemma 6 to ωα
with f(n) = n1/3, g(n) = ⌈n1/3⌉, c1 = α2/3A and c2 = 0, we will obtain
lim sup
n→∞
∑n
i=1 ri(P
∗, Psw)
n1/3
≤ α2/3A (58)
for any α > 1. Theorem 4 then follows, because the left-hand side of this expression does not depend on α.
It remains to show that conditions (i)–(iii) of Lemma 6 are satisfied.
Condition i follows because tjn+1 ≤ n. Condition ii is implied by the fact that ωα has only a logarithmic
number of switch-points: It satisfies mωα(n) ≤ ⌈logα n⌉+ 2. Consequently,
mωα(n)(log n+ log g(n)) ≤ (⌈logα n⌉+ 2)(log n+ ⌈n
1/3⌉) = o(n1/3). (59)
To verify Condition iii, note that the selected number of bins is close to ⌈n1/3⌉ in the sense of Theo-
rem 18: For n ∈ [tj + 1, tj+1] it follows from (tj+1)/(tj + 1) ≤ α that
⌈
(tj + 1)
1/3
⌉
=
⌈(
n
n/(tj + 1)
)1/3⌉
∈
[
⌈(n/α)1/3⌉, ⌈n1/3⌉
]
. (60)
We can therefore apply Theorem 18 to obtain
sup
P ∗∈M∗
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, P¯ωα) ≤
n∑
i=1
sup
P ∗∈M∗
ri(P
∗, P¯ωα) 1 α
2/3C
n∑
i=1
i−2/3 1 α
2/3An1/3. (61)
This shows that Condition iii is satisfied and Lemma 6 can be applied to prove the theorem. 
A.5 Proof of Proposition 7 and Proposition 15
We will actually prove a more general proposition that implies both Proposition 7 and 15. Let Pmm-fix be
any prediction strategy. Now define the prediction strategy
PCesa`ro(xn | x
n−1) :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Pmm-fix(xn | x
i−1).
Thus, PCesa`ro is obtained as a time (“Cesa`ro”-) average of Pmm-fix.
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Proposition 19. Suppose that M∗ is standard nonparametric, and that Pmm-fix achieves the minimax rate
in Cesa`ro mean, i.e. supP ∗∈M∗
∑n
i=1 ri(P
∗, Pmm-fix)  Gmm-fix(n). Then
gmm(n) ≤ sup
P ∗∈M∗
rn(P
∗, PCesa`ro)  n
−1Gmm-fix(n) ≤ n
−1Gmm-var(n)  gmm(n).
Proof. (of Proposition 19) We show this by extending an argument from [Yang and Barron, 1999, p. 1582].
By applying Jensen’s inequality as in Proposition 15.2 of [Gru¨nwald, 2007] (or the corresponding results
in [Yang, 2000] or [Yang and Barron, 1999]) it now follows that, for all P ∗ ∈ M∗, rn(P ∗, PCesa`ro) ≤
1
n
∑n
i=1 ri(P
∗, Pmm-fix), so that also
sup
P ∗
rn(P
∗, PCesa`ro) ≤ sup
P ∗
1
n
n∑
i=1
ri(P
∗, Pmm-fix). (62)
This implies that
ngmm(n) ≤ n · sup
P ∗
rn(P
∗, PCesa`ro)  Gmm-fix(n) ≤ Gmm-var(n) =
n∑
i=1
gmm(i).
Therefore, it suffices to show that for standard nonparametric models,
∑n
i=1 gmm(i)  ngmm(n). By (36),
gmm(i) ≍ i
−γh0(i) for some increasing function h0. Then
n∑
i=1
gmm(i) =
n∑
i=1
i−γh0(i) ≤ h0(n)
n∑
i=1
i−γ
(a)
 h0(n)n
1−γ = n · n−γh0(n) ≍ ngmm(n). (63)
where (a) follows by approximating the sum by an integral. The result follows.
A.6 Proof of Lemma 11
Proof. Let P ∗ ∈ M∗ be arbitrary. We may transform φ1 to ψ1, φ2 to ψ2 and so on, such that for each k,
(ψ1, . . . , ψk) is an orthonormal basis for Sk with respect to P ∗. For any k, each P ∈ Mk may now be
parameterized by η = (η(1), . . . , η(k)) ∈ Rk, which means that Pη ≡ P expresses Yi =
∑k
j=1 η(j)ψj(Xi)+
Ui. Now let k ∈ Z+ be arbitrary and define η˜ such that P˜k = Pη˜ . Let ψ := (ψ1, . . . , ψk)T. Using the fact
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that the errors are normally distributed, for any η ∈ Rk, abbreviating ψ(X) to ψ, we have
D(P ∗‖Pη)−D(P
∗‖Pη˜) =
=
1
2σ2
EE
[
(Y − ηTψ)2 − (Y − η˜Tψ)2 | X
]
=
1
2σ2
E
[
−2E[Y |X](η − η˜)Tψ + (ηTψ)2 − (η˜Tψ)2
]
=
1
2σ2
E

−2

 k∑
j=1
η˜(j)ψ +
∞∑
j=k+1
η˜(j)ψ



 k∑
j=1
(η(j) − η˜(j)ψ

 + (ηTψ)2 − (η˜Tψ)2


=
1
2σ2
E

−2 k∑
j=1
η˜(j)ψ

 k∑
j=1
(ηj − η˜(j))ψ

− 2B + (ηTψ)2 − (η˜Tψ)2


=
1
2σ2
E

−2

 k∑
j=1
η˜(j)ψ



 k∑
j=1
(ηj − η˜(j))ψ

+ (ηTψ)2 − (η˜Tψ)2


=
1
2σ2
E
[
(η˜Tψ)2 − 2
(
η˜Tψ
) (
ηTψ
)
+ (ηTψ)2
]
=
1
2σ2
E
[
(η˜TΨ− ηTΨ)2
]
=
1
2σ2
E
[
(η˜ − η)TψψT(η˜ − η)
]
=
1
2σ2
(η˜ − η)T(η˜ − η). (64)
Here the outer expectation on each line is expectation according to P ∗X , the marginal distribution of X under
P ∗. In the fourth equality, B =
(∑∞
j=k+1 η˜(j)ψ
)(∑k
j=1(η(j) − η˜(j))ψ
)
, which, by orthogonality of the
ψj , is equal to 0. The final equality also follows by orthogonality.
Now fix n > k, and let ηˆn denote the maximum likelihood parameter value in the η-parameterization
based on data Xn−1, i.e. Pηˆn := P¯k(Yn = · | Xn, Y n−1) (note that P¯k(Yn = · | Xn, Y n−1) itself does not
depend on the choice of basis). Using (64), we can rewrite (39) as follows:
E
[
(η˜n−1 − ηˆn−1)
T(η˜n−1 − ηˆn−1)
]
≥ E
[
(η˜n − ηˆn)
T(η˜n − ηˆn)
]
, (65)
where now the expectation is over Xn−1, Y n−1, sampled i.i.d. from P ∗. It thus remains to show that (65)
holds.
Write Ψ(n) for the n×k design matrix with (j, i)-th entry given by ψj(xi). We show further below that,
if x1, . . . , xn−1 are such that (Ψ(n−1))TΨ(n−1) is nonsingular, then the variance of ηˆn−1 is at least as large
as the variance of ηˆn, i.e.:
E[(η˜ − ηˆn−1)
T(η˜ − ηˆn−1) | X
n = xn] ≥ E[(η˜ − ηˆn)
T(η˜ − ηˆn) | X
n = xn]. (66)
Since, by our assumptions. for all k, all n,
E[(η˜ − ηˆn)
T(η˜ − ηˆn) | (Ψ
(n))TΨ(n) is singular] <∞,
where, also by assumption, the event that (Ψn))TΨ(n) is singular has P ∗-measure 0, it follows that (65) is
implied by (66). Thus, it remains to prove (66). We prove (66) by slightly adjusting an existing geometric
proof of the related (but non-equivalent) Gauss-Markov theorem [Ruud, 1995]. Define, for given xn,
P = Ψ(n)
((
Ψ(n)
)T
Ψ(n)
)−1 (
Ψ(n)
)T
; Q = Ψ(n)
((
Ψ(n−1)
)T
Ψ(n−1)
)−1 (
Ψ(n−1)
)T
J,
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where J is the (n− 1)× n matrix with J1,1 = . . . = Jn−1,n−1 = 1, and all other entries equal to 0. Letting
y = (y1, . . . , yn)
T
, we see that P is a projection matrix, and
Py = Ψ(n)ηˆn ; Qy = Ψ
(n)ηˆn−1. (67)
Now, for arbitrary a ∈ Rn, we have
var(aTQy | xn) = var(aTPy | xn) + var(aT(Q− P )y | xn) + 2cov(aT(Q− P )y, aTPy | xn). (68)
A straightforward (but tedious) calculation shows that
cov(aT(Q− P )y, aTPy | xn) = σ2aT(QP T − PP T)a.
As P is symmetric, P T = P , and for all y ∈ Rn, y¯ := Py is in the column space of Ψ(n), so that P y¯ = y¯,
and PP Ty = y¯. But since QΨ(n) = Ψ(n), and y¯ is in the column space of Ψ(n), we must also have Qy¯ = y¯
and QP Ty = y¯. Thus, for arbitrary y, QP Ty = PP Ty, and it follows that the cov-term in (68) is equal to
0. Thus, (68) implies that
var(aTQy | xn) ≥ var(aTPy | xn) (69)
Now apply this with
a := (1, 1, . . . , 1)T ·
((
Ψ(n)
)T
Ψ(n)
)−1 (
Ψ(n)
)T
,
where the leftmost vector is a k-dimensional vector of 1s. By (67), (69) now becomes equivalent to
var
∑k
j=1 ηˆn−1,j ≥ var
∑k
j=1 ηˆn,j , which is just (66).
A.7 Proof of Theorem 14
Before we prove Theorem 14, we need to establish some additional properties of the prior π as defined
in (9). To this end, let us define the random variables
Sn(s) := 1(n−1)∈{t1 ,...,tm}(s), (70)
Mn(s) := 1n>tm(s) (71)
for all n ∈ Z+ and s = ((t1, k1), . . ., (tm, km)) ∈ S. These functions denote, respectively, whether or not
a switch occurs between outcome Xn−1 and outcome Xn, and whether or not the last switch occurs some-
where before outcome n. We also define ξn(s) := (Sn(s), Mn(s), Kn(s)) as a convenient abbreviation.
Every parameter value s ∈ S determines an infinite sequence of values ξ1, ξ2, . . ., and vice versa.
The advantage of these new variables is that they allow us to interpret the prior as a sequential strategy
for prediction of the value of the next random variable ξn+1 (which in turn determines the distribution
on Xn+1 given xn), given all previous random variables ξn := (ξ1, . . . , ξn). In fact, we will show that
psw(ξn+1 | X
n, ξn) = π(ξn+1 | ξ
n). We therefore first calculate the conditional probability π(ξn+1|ξn)
before proceeding to prove the theorem. As it turns out, our prior has the nice property that π(ξn+1 | ξn) =
π(ξn+1 |Mn,Kn), which is the reason for the efficiency of the algorithm.
Lemma 20. Let π(s) = θm−1(1− θ)πK(k1)
∏m
i=2 πT(ti|ti > ti−1)πK(k) as in (9). Then
π(ξ1) =
{
πK(K1)θ if M1 = 0,
πK(K1)(1− θ) if M1 = 1.
(72)
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And for n ≥ 1
π(ξn+1 | ξ
n) = π(ξn+1 |Mn,Kn), and (73)
π(ξn+1 = (sn+1,mn+1, kn+1) |Mn = mn,Kn = kn) (74)
=


πT(T > n|T ≥ n) if sn+1 = 0, mn+1 = mn = 0, kn+1 = kn,
1 if sn+1 = 0, mn+1 = mn = 1, kn+1 = kn,
πT(T = n|T ≥ n)πK(kn+1)θ if sn+1 = 1, mn+1 = mn = 0,
πT(T = n|T ≥ n)πK(kn+1)(1− θ) if sn+1 = 1, mn+1 = 1, mn = 0,
0 otherwise.
(75)
Proof. To check (72), note that we must have either ξ1 = (1, 1, k) for some k ∈ Z+, which corresponds to
s = ((0, k)) which has probability πK(k)(1− θ) as required, or ξ1 = (1, 0, k). The latter corresponds to the
event that m > 1 and K1 = k, which has probability πK(k)θ.
We proceed to calculate the conditional probability π(ξn+1 | ξn) for n ≥ 1. First suppose Mn(s) = 0.
Let An(s) := max{i | ti < n} =
∑n
i=1 Si count the number of switches before n. Also note that ξn and
Mn = 0 determine t1, . . ., tAn , k1, . . ., kAn , that tAn ≥ n and m(s) > An, and vice versa. Hence for any n
π(ξn such that Mn = 0) =
πM(m > An)π(t1, . . . , tAn , n ≤ tAn+1, k1, . . . , kAn | t1 < . . . < tAn+1,m > An). (76)
Likewise, for Mn = 1
π(ξn such that Mn = 1) = πM(m = An)π(t1, . . . , tAn , k1, . . . , kAn | t1 < . . . < tAn ,m = An). (77)
From (76) and (77) we can compute the conditional probability π(ξn+1 | ξn). We distinguish further on
the basis of the possible values of Sn+1 and Mn+1. Note that Mn+1 = 0 implies Mn = 0 and Mn+1 = 1
implies Mn = 1−Sn+1. Also note that Sn+1 = 0 implies An+1 = An and Kn = Kn+1, and that Sn+1 = 1
implies An+1 = An + 1 and tAn+1 = n. Conveniently, most factors cancel out, and we obtain
π(Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k | ξ
n s.t. Mn = 0,Kn = k) = π(tAn+1 ≥ n+ 1 | tAn+1 ≥ n)
= πT(T > n | T ≥ n), (78)
π(Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k | ξ
n s.t. Mn = 1,Kn = k) = 1, (79)
π(Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k | ξ
n s.t. Mn = 0)
= πM(m > An + 1 | m > An)π(tAn+1 = n | tAn+1 ≥ n)πK(k)
= θ πT(T = n | T ≥ n)πK(k), (80)
π(Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k | ξ
n s.t. Mn = 0)
= πM(m = An + 1 | m > An)π(tAn+1 = n | tAn+1 ≥ n)πK(k)
= (1− θ)πT(T = n | T ≥ n)πK(k). (81)
The observation that these conditional probabilities depend only on Mn and Kn shows that π(ξn+1 | ξn) =
π(ξn+1 |Mn,Kn), which completes the proof of the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem 14. Note that ξn(s) completely determines qs(Xn). Therefore let qξn(Xn) ≡ qξn(s)(Xn)
≡ qs(X
n). It follows that
psw(ξ
n+1 = en+1,Xn) =
∑
s:ξn+1=en+1
π(s)qs(X
n) (82)
= qξn(X
n)
∑
s:ξn+1(s)=en+1
π(s) (83)
= qξn(X
n)π(ξn = en)π(ξn+1 = en+1 | ξ
n = en) (84)
= psw(ξ
n = en,Xn)π(ξn+1 = en+1 | ξ
n = en), (85)
which together with Lemma 20 implies that
psw(ξn+1 | ξ
n,Xn) = π(ξn+1 | ξ
n) = π(ξn+1 |Mn,Kn). (86)
We will now go through the algorithm step by step to show that the invariants wak = P (xn−1,Mn =
0,Kn = k) and wbk = P (xn−1,Mn = 1,Kn = k) hold for all k ∈ Kn at the start of each iteration through
the loop (before line 3). These invariants ensure that wak + wbk = P (xn−1,Kn = k) so that the correct
probabilities are reported.
Line 1 initializes wak to πK(k)θ = π(S1 = 1,M1 = 0,K1 = k) = psw(x0,M1 = 0,K1 = k) for
k ∈ K1. Likewise wbk = π(k)(1 − θ) = π(S1 = 1,M1 = 1,K1 = k) = psw(x0,M1 = 1,K1 = k). Thus
the loop invariant holds at the start of the first iteration.
We proceed to show that the invariant holds in subsequent iterations as well. In the loss update in line 4
we update the weights for k ∈ Kn to
wak = psw(x
n−1,Mn = 0,Kn = k) · pk(xn | x
n−1)
=
∑
s:Mn=0,Kn=k
π(s)
(
n−1∏
i=1
pKi(xi | x
i−1)
)
pKn(xn | x
n−1) = psw(x
n,Mn = 0,Kn = k).
Similarly wbk = psw(xn,Mn = 1,Kn = k). Then in line 5, we compute pool = πT(Z = n | Z ≥
n)
∑
k∈Kn
psw(x
n,Mn = 0,Kn = k) = πT(Z = n | Z ≥ n)psw(x
n,Mn = 0). Finally, we consider the
loop that starts at line 6 and ends at line 9. First note that for k ∈ Kn by applying Lemma 20 and (86) we
obtain
wakπT(Z > n | Z ≥ n) =
= psw(x
n,Mn = 0,Kn = k)πT(Z > n | Z ≥ n)
= psw(x
n,Mn = 0,Kn = k)psw(Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k | x
n,Mn = 0,Kn = k)
= psw(x
n,Mn = 0,Kn+1 = Kn = k, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0)
= psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k). (87)
Similarly we get for k ∈ Kn that
wbk = psw(x
n,Mn = 1,Kn = k) = psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k). (88)
As Sn+1 = 0 implies Kn+1 = Kn, we have for k ∈ Kn+1 \ Kn that
psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k) = 0, (89)
psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k) = 0. (90)
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By Lemma 20 and (86) we also get that
poolπK(k)θ = πT(Z = n | Z ≥ n)psw(xn,Mn = 0)πK(k)θ
= psw(x
n,Mn = 0)psw(Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k | x
n,Mn = 0)
= psw(x
n,Mn = 0, Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k)
= psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k), (91)
and similarly
poolπK(k)(1 − θ) = πT(Z = n | Z ≥ n)psw(xn,Mn = 0)πK(k)(1 − θ)
= psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k). (92)
Together, (87),(88),(89),(91), and (92) imply that at the end of the loop
wak = psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k) + psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k)
= psw(x
n,Mn+1 = 0,Kn+1 = k),
wbk = psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 0,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k) + psw(x
n, Sn+1 = 1,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k)
= psw(x
n,Mn+1 = 1,Kn+1 = k),
which shows that the loop invariants hold at the start of the next iteration and that after the last iteration the
final posterior is also correctly reported based on these weights.
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